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The Carroll News 
The only weekend this semes-
terthatthdohn Carroll University 
baseball team had no practice be-
came a weekend to remember. To 
remember two freshmen players 
who died in a car accident Friday 
night. 
Andy Cheyfill, 18, of 
Lyndhurst, and Mike Wright, 19, 
ofBrooklyn Heights. were headed 
to Ohio University on Friday to 
visit friends when the fatal inci-
dent occurred. 
According to Cadet B. J. 
Hawkins, of the Ohio State 
Hjghway Patrol in Athens, 
Cheyfitz and Wright were travel-
Andy Cheyfitz 
ing in Wright's 1986 Ford Taurus 
wagon westbound on the winding 
and poorly lit US Route 50. 
According to Hawkins, the two 
drove into an icc storm that caused 
Plans for senior 
banquet underway 
Derek Dlaz 
News Editor 
Last Monday, Senior Class 
President Erin Mahoney and Dean 
of Students Joseph Farrell an-
nounced plans to hold a "Senior 
Banquet" on April 23 of this year 
for the graduating class of 1994. 
The announcement came in spite 
of the fact that university officials, 
citing delinquent behavior at past 
senior dinners. withdrew suppon 
from the event last semester. 
Acconltng to Mahoney, senior 
class officers were able to con-
vi nee administrators of a proposal 
for a "Senior Banquet"that would 
overcome problems encountered 
at past senior dinners. 
"Our proposal called for hav-
ing the event on a non-weekend 
night and early 10 the day. so that 
students would not be inclined to 
drink at the banquet," Mahoney 
said. "We also proposed having 
no hard liquor at the event, no 
champagne on individual tables 
and, inste;td, setting up a cash bar 
where students could purchase 
beer if they wanted." 
Mahoney said that in addition, 
Farrell would be pre).Cnt at the 
dinner. and he. with the help of 
seniorofliccrs, would remove any 
students who acted inappropri-
ately. 
"This was never done in the 
past," Mahoney satd. "Before, 
people were JUSt allowed to make 
problems and stay at the d1nner. 
Anyone who is overly tntoxicated 
auhe dinner this year will be asked 
to leave. We hope to make thjs a 
classy event and into a respectable 
legacy for classes in the future." 
Assistant to the President and 
acting Vice President for Student 
Affairs, W. D. Bookwalter said 
the semor dinner was never can-
celled, rather a decision was made 
not to bankroll the event from 
funds tn the Alumni office. 
"The event was never can-
celed," Bookwalter said. "We at 
ways said that we would help class 
officers with planning the dinner. 
Even the issue of who would fund 
it was not important. We were 
concerned with the behavior of 
students at past dinners.'' 
Bookwalter noted that the 
university decided to sponsor the 
e\ent after Mahoney and senior 
officers offered a plan to univer-
sity President Rev. Michael J . 
Lavelle, SJ., in which inappropri-
ate behavior would be minimized 
and students would organize the 
banquet themselves. Funding for 
thts year's banquet, according to 
Bookwalter, will come from the 
Oflicc of Student Life. 
Mahoney said that the senior 
class officers \\ere granted a 
meeting with Lavelle on January 
18 after they had collected over 
800 signatures and 60 written let-
ters from students \\hO opposed 
the cancellation or the senior dtn-
ner Bearing petitions and ban 
ners. class officers had planned to 
See DINNFR, page 5 
Mike Wright 
the driving conditions to deterio-
rate. At 9:35 p.m. after hilling an 
ice patch, the car lost control and 
"went left of center" sliding head-
on into an east bound semi-truck, 
according to Hawkins. 
BothCheyfitzandWright were 
kjJied from the impact of the col-
lision. 
The driver of the truck, George 
D. Hood, 47. from Bloomingburg, 
OH, was taken to St. Joseph Hos-
pital in Parkersburg, West Vir-
ginja, complaining of neck inju-
ries. He was treated and later 
released, Hawkins said. 
"No alcohol or drugs were de-
tected in any of the parties in-
volved," Hawkins sajd. "Both the 
driver and passenger of unit one 
[Wright's car) were wearing their 
safety belL<;." 
The ca<;e has been closed to any 
further investigation, Hawkins said. 
U.S. Route 50 is a 55 mph. two 
lane highway running ea!>t and west 
from Maricua to Athens. where the 
two were headed for the weekend. 
"We have quite a few accidents 
on Route 50," Hawkins said. 
According to Dean of Students 
Joe Farrell, a memorial mass was 
held in Carroll's St Francis Chapel 
on Saturday afternoon. 
The service. planned only three 
hours earlier. drew over 200 stu-
dents to remember their fallen 
classmates. 
'That'san irnpressiveuniversity," 
Farrell sa,id. "That's an impres-
sive community." 
Those same community feel -
• wetfl..alio .,,~ ~~ 
by the teammates o( Cheyfitz, a 
pitcher, and Wright, a shortstop. 
"Andy was always late" to prac--
tice, Farrel I said. ''He owed [baseball 
coach] Schweickert 23 laps." 
According to Chad Gunerra, a 
fellow freshman catcher, the team 
ran the laps that Andy owed late 
Saturday night on Wasmer Field 
track. 
"Andy would be glad that we 
did them for him," Gunerra satd. 
"God knows he didn't want to do 
them." 
"It shows the type of feelings 
that can be fostered in five 
months.'' Farrell said. 
A letter from the baseball team 
to the Cheyfitz and Wright fami-
lies expresses the feelings that 
Farrell described. 
"Hopefully our memories of 
Mike and Andy, how they grew 
on us in a fracuon of a lifeume. 
will somehow encourage the 
people that love Andy and Mike, 
the people that feel so much loss, 
to sec a little light." 
Memorial services forCheyfit7 
and Wright, which were held 
earlier this week, attracted nu· 
mcrous friends and family. 
"I am really impressed with the 
strenalh 0 "* lauwlif.lio" ap'~ 
said, who attended the services, 
along with other JCU students and 
faculty. 
The funeral mass program for 
Wright, an artist as well as a 
ballplayer, djsplayed the last en-
try in hjs sketch book, a pair of 
dolphjns, representing peace. 
A pair of dolphins, a pair of 
baseball players. 
SU executive officers named 
Mary J. Myers 
Stoff Reporter 
Weeks of debating and cam-
paigning culminated last Tuesday 
in the 8 In x I I piece of paper that 
hung on the door of the Student 
Union announcing the winner~ of 
this year's executive officer elec-
tions. 
Serving as Student Union 
President for the 1994-1995 aca-
demic year will be sophomore 
John Cranley. JuniorDenrusPercy 
will assume the office ofSU Vice 
President. 
The other officers for the 1994-
1995 year will include freshman 
Kristi Vadino as sccretary,jumor 
Michael Colyer as Treasurer, and 
sophomore Bill Glunz as Chief 
Justice. Vadino and Colyer ran 
unopposed. 
Cranley said that he was 
grateful for the opportunity to 
serve the community of John 
Carroll, and he sighted prcscrva-
llon of student rights. and a more 
umlied student body as his primal) 
goals for the urx·omtng year. 
Dennis Percy, who will serve 
as Vice Prestdent, shared similar 
John Cranley 
goals, and looked forward to 
working with Cranley and the rest 
of the administration to get the 
Student Union "back on the side 
of the students." 
"One of the important things 
we need to do is to make dances 
more affordable for students." 
Percy satd. "And we need to make 
student organizations more a part 
of the union." 
According to Sara R Tabis. 
chairperson of the election 
comrnitce, 860 students voted in 
the elections. Tabis would not 
release the specific results of any 
Dennis Percy 
race, however. All of the cam-
paigns, Tabis said, proceeded 
without problem or incident. 
The newly elected officers"" til 
nssume ofiice on March 15. 
Nominations forclassofficer.> will 
take place on March 21 and 22. Pri • 
mary elections and campaigning\\ ill 
occur in the following weeks. 
During the Student Unjon de-
bate last Wednesday in the Jardine 
room. all candidate~ acknowl-
edged the imponance for the Union 
to open the lines of communication 
between the student), and the newly 
elected officer:-. 
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This week, the underdogs, 
American downhill skiers, brought 
home two gold medals. Downhill 
skier Tommy Moe won the first gold 
medal and Diane Roffe-Steinrotter 
followed with a golden shine in the 
Women's Super G. 
Now is the time for celebrauon, 
nght? 
But it is not Tommy Moe's. Diane 
Roffe ·Steinrotter's, or any other 
Olympic winners' names, that we 
hear most often in the media cover-
Rather, we ht•ar o Tonya Harding's alleged offer to pose tn 
Playbo). We re<~d ot Hardmg!. $20 Million lawsuit which she 
filed agaanst the Uoited States Olymp1c Committe. We sec Tonya 
Harding drive away in her truck, avoiding controversial questions 
from overzealous reponcrs 
Granted, the Harding/Kerrigan saga has shocked the world and 
received worldwide attcnllon. But among the "exclusive inter-
views" and "never seen hcfore footage," something was lost. 
The 1994 Winter Olymp1c~. Remember those hours of work 
and millions ofdnll:us put fonh on behalf of thousands of people? 
It is not JUSt about the world's best athletes competing, or even 
gold medals It's about individuals fulfilling their dreams of 
rcprc~enting the1r home countries. and their families. It's about 
years oftraimng and endless hoursufhard work finally paying off. 
It' s about true SIXlltsmanship 
Not only is a huge phy~ical effort put into training by athletes 
all over the world, but an equal effort is made by the organi;ers of 
these spectacular Olympic games. 
Millions of dollars and thousands of manhours were spent to 
build the world's fine"! facilities for the world's finest athletes to 
compete in. 
Even after all the countkss hour~ of work put in by everyone 
involved in the games, many go home empty handed, yet proud 
And wtth good rea.,on. 
We )thould be proud of those alhlctes who represent the true 
rneamng of the Olympic games through not only their talents, but 
thc1r spirit. The spirit of being a team player: a representative of 
the \ alue~ and bel icf, thc1r countries ~land for. The sp1rit which 
Tonya Harding obviously lacks. 
lt io; a shame that we w1ll tunc in next week. not to o;uppon the 
American women sl.atcr~. but to sec the tension between Harding 
and Kerrigan lt' s a shame that when we remember the 1994 
Winter Olymptcs. we wlll remember the controversy surrounding 
the Women'-. I·1gure St...umg Competition, and whether or not 
Tun) a Harding had a nght to he there. 
Somehow. we don't think that Tonya llardmg 1s worth the 
innumerable hours of work and millions of dollars of preparation. 
Herantenscly '>ought after gold medal1s hardly worth the suffering 
and unwanted attention Kerrigan has endured. 
Unfonunatcly, the end tl. nowhere in sight. 
Gold medals a<.ide, the pendmg lawsuits, hearings, and future 
television movies will remind us of the tarnished memories of the 
1994 Olympic games. 
The Carroll News, February 17, 1994 
IJiditorial 
JCU Sports in 1990 ... 
A banquet of responsibility 
La'>t semester, there were concerns that the Senior Dinner would be canceled because 
funding for the event had been cut by the Alumni Office. Eight hundred signatures, 60 letters 
and one meeting with Fr. Lavelle later, this traditional end of the year event lives. 
ll Jives. but it has been reborn. 
On April 26, the senior class will start a new tradition. Members of the class of 1994 wiU 
come together on this evening for a final meal, a final gathering. A Senior Banquet. 
Disassociating themselves from the rowdiness of past Senior Dinners, this year's seniors 
hope "to make this a classy event and into a respectable lega:y for classes of the future," said 
Senior Class President Erin Mahoney. 
This year's banquet will be held on a non-weekend night, earlier in the evening than past 
years in order to prevent drinking beforehand. There will be no champagne on individual 
tables and no hard liquour at the event; a cash bar will be set up for those wishing to purchase 
er. AdditionatJ , an tuden acting inappropriate} will be removed, rather tban watched 
and allowed to continue. 
If this event does turn into the successful legacy desired by aJI involved, it will be a direct 
result of the dedication and conviction of the members of the senior class. Uniting in frequent 
meetings, seniors developed solutions for the dinner's previous problems. In doing so, they 
showed their dedication to the event and their willingness to take responsibility for it. 
Administrators acknowledged this responsibility and have agreed to fund the banquet. A 
successful solution has been reached, and all involved should be congratulated. 
This year's Senior Banquet will not be like past Senior Dinners. For the reputation of the 
class of 1994 and the good of classes to foJ low. it must not. 
The sporting life at John Carroll 
The gym at the men's basketball games has been crowded lately. Shannon Vickers, a junior 
on the team, acknowledged this shift in an interview last week with the CN: "When I came 
here, my first two years it was like we came out and they introduced us to our fan. Now we're 
just packing them in." 
Packing them in, because they are winning. Four years ago. the men's basketball team had 
a record of 8 wins and 18 losses. This season, they've won 16 games, lost only 6 and have 
clinched the OAC Championship. Attendance figures for this year average l ,250. Four years 
ago. that average was at about 650. That's about 650 people who have found John Carroll 
basketball. But it's not just the men's basketball team which has improved in the past few 
seasons. The women· s basketball team now has a record of 19 wins and 4 losses; four years 
ago they had a I 0 and 17 season. In the meantime. our swimming, soccer, wrestUng and 
volleyball teams continue to dominate the OAC. For example, women's volleyball was ranked 
# 1 in the Midwest Region, Division III; the soccer team ended its season with the longest 
Divi~ion Ill winning streak in the nation. 
Our teams arc -;uccceding, and we must support them. We can start at' the OAC Swimming 
Championships which are taking place this weekend. We also need to reembcr that it's easy 
to attend games now that our teams are winning, but Jet's make our support more fundamental 
than that. Let's acknowledge their efforts in both winning and losing seasons. 
Hits& 
Misses 
Hit: The variety of lettuce in the salad bar. Boy, we can make some crazy salads now. Miss: 
Cars which are still parked like there arc three feet of snow on the ground. Now that the snows 
melting and you can see the lines, why doesn't everyone move their cars~ Hit: The Student 
Union minutes printed on scrap paper. Reduce, reuse, rc>.cyclc. we should all remember that. 
Hit: We could actually see the ground on Tuesday. Thanks, God 
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letters to the editor i 
Student criticizes Kinter for his 
thoughts on Black History 
To the Editor: 
ln response to Sutton Kinter's letter in the 2/10/94 CN, 
l have only this to say. Blatant ignorance is the reason that 
this campus is enshrouded in a veil of invisible racial and 
ethnic intolerance. 
The truth of the matter is that not only do Nat Turner and 
Sally Hemmings deserve a 'place in Black History Month, 
but so do thousands of other blacks. Nat Turner had the 
right to revolt and demand his freedom as a human being. 
ln February we are supposed to celebrate the achievements 
made by blacks, but in all truth it is obscured by such 
holidays as Valentine's Day and President's Day. By the 
way, doesn't it seem odd that in Black History month there 
are days set aside for remembering rwo presidents that in my 
mind, historians have "forgotlen" to tell the truth about. 
George Washington, father of our country, owned blacks as 
his slaves. Abraham Lincoln, who freed the slaves with the 
Emancipation Proclamation, actually said that if he could 
have preserved the union without freeing a single slave, he 
would have. Do these men seem worthy of being honored? 
In summary, let 's not talk about historical truths that 
have been twisted and maligned. This is what our country 
has been doing for over two hundred years. Instead let's 
celebrate the diversity our country should enjoy. Let's 
acknowledge the factthat blacks and other ethnic and raciaJ 
groups have played a larger part in the formation of our 
country than what our society has led us to believe. If it 
weren't for the efforts of black men and women, our 
country would be in the dark today. 
William Baylis 
Class of 1996 
Student responds to offensive 
Native American generalizations 
To the Editor: 
Whether the Forum letler concerning the Cleveland 
Indians Baseball Team was a dream ora prediction,! found 
it to be very offensive. In the 2/10/94 issue of the CN. Mark 
DeLaney said , "Charles Nagy, the Indians· star pitcher il> 
chosen to start the first game of the regular season. The 
problem is hedoesn' t make it back to the ballpark. American 
Indians protest at his home so he can't leave his house for 
fearofbeingscalped." What a racist remark. Obviously the 
issue of Chief Wahoo being the Cleveland Indians' mascot 
is controversial but DeLaney had no right to stereotype the 
various Native American Indian groups as being savages. 
Just because people exercise their First Amendment 
rights and speak out against something you may believe in 
doesn't give you the right to slam them. 
Native American Indians have been fighting the stereo-
typical image of being savages for hundreds of years and 
DeLaney just set them back by making that racist comment 
in last week's Forum article. Personally, I think Chief 
Wahoo is part of Cleveland's history and it would be a 
shame if he were retired, but if someone wants to protest 
his existence, then he or she has a right to do that. 
DeLaney went on in his opinion piece to accuse the 
Indian's star middle reliever as being a drug trafficker. 
Another racist slam against an ethnic group. Where does 
DeLaney get off making assumptions about someone he 
doesn't even know? No one on the Indians team has been 
deported back to Mexico for drug trafficking charges or 
even been questioned in the past for dealing drugs. 
The Indians are trying to build a positive image and it 
seems like DeLaney is doing his best to hurt this baseball 
team. 
Last year the Indjans had to stan off their missing two 
great pitchers who were killed in a boating accident. It 
seemed like municipal stadium had a permanent cloud over 
it last year because of the incident. 
People protested Chief Wahoo joining the team at 
Gateway and finally that issue was settled. He' 11 be there on 
April4, but DeLaney can't let the issue die down. 
The Indians have a great pitching staff for the 1994 
season and l don't believe they're going to be in desperate 
need of any more pitchers. If DeLaney bothered to read the 
paper he would lind out that the Indians are going to be 
ready when they open at their new horne. 
DeLaney began hb article by claiming that he was an 
lnd1ans' fan hutltruly have to wonder. The Jacob brothers 
wanted to build this new ~tadium for the players and the 
fan..; hut I hope they didn't build Gateway for fans like 
DeLancy. He doesn't seem to grateful for the ne'>' home, 
new look. and new era of baseball that the Indians have 
created for the fans. 
Jennifer Shaffer 
Class of 1994 
More reaction to core changes 
To the Editor: 
I disagree with one part of the proposed core curriculum 
changes. In both of the pending proposals, there is a new 
requirement dealing with cultural diversity . I cannot 
comprehend why any university would require its students 
·to take such a course. 
In my opinion, the addition of this requirement to the 
core IS just another extension of the liberal, sometimes 
militant, political correctness and multiculturalism move-
ments. This extension of a system ofclose-mindedness and 
forced beliefs is not consistent with the Jesuit philosophy 
of education and therefore has no place at our university. At 
one time, such brainwashing with radical indoctrination 
would have been readily shunned by our faculty, staff. and 
students. Not long ago, students came to college to learn 
about new ideas and open their minds to new ways of 
thinking, not to have them closed by liberal self-pity 
philosophies and teach blind acceptance and patience for 
all. From the message that the concept behind classes such 
as "Ideas and Cultures" sends me, l would say that time has 
gone for good. 
While the intentions of those who wish to add this 
course may be good, courses such as these will ultimately 
produce negative results. After all, nothing good has ever 
come from forcing a set of standards, values and beliefs on 
a group of people. Such an act is comparable to condemning 
the students to a sort of intellectual slavery. 
Why add a "cultural diversity" requirement to the 
curriculum? Why not require a course in Western Civili-
zation or in the history of the United States instead? The 
answer is simple enough. These days, poUtical correctness 
is swiftly infecting many of the universities across America, 
just as the Bubonic plague did on Europe many years. And 
this political correctness movement dictates to us that it is 
improper for us to learn about our own civilization without 
learning about others lirst. 
There is no need 10 add this requiremenr to the core. 
Ultimately, such a course in "cultural diversity" serves 
only one agenda, and that agenda's goal is to enforce a 
uniform code of thought among all students regarding the 
place of cultural heritage and ethnicity in our society. 
Ultimately, a course such as this seeks out those who 
oppose the multiculturalism and political correctness 
doctrine and labels them as bigots, racists, and even worse. 
A course whose roots lie in the social branding of those 
who do not conform-or think "correct] y," as it is deemed 
- is not conducive to learning, nor consistent with this 
university's educational purpose. 
Christopher L. Rankin 
Class of 1997 
'God is love' means different things 
To the Editor: 
A 2/10/94 letter to The Carroll News by Christopher 
Robichaud expresses a sentiment that is all too common in 
the modem world, namely that God is Jove, withoutnuancing 
the meanjng of this ambiguous and over-used word. Indeed 
God is love, but in a manner quite foreign to what twentieth 
century, drunk on the falsities of philosophical liberalism, 
understands this word to be. As modern philosophy, and 
thus modern theology, places its foundations on the expe-
rience of the human individual, especially in his so-called 
inalienable liberties (Note the etymological connection 
between liberty and liberalism.), so that whatever ex-
presses the freedom of the individual is taken for good. 
inversely, that which restricts personal freedom is neces-
sarily evil. This anthropocentric thought was at the base of 
the grossly anti-Catholic, Judeo-Masonic nineteenth cen-
tury revolutions which began with the French Revolution 
of 1789. Indeed, the cry of the Revolution has been "Lib-
erty. Equality, Fratemny '"where it has continually sought 
w overturn the established Catholic order of tiara and 
crown as monarchy in hoth the Church and !tCC:ular power 
are regarded as inhibiting to human freedom 
This may seem extranct)Us to the issue of God as love, 
but. in fact. is <tuite suhstantial. The philosophy hchind 
modern thuught is essentially naturalist it: in the scn~e that 
il either implicitly or c>.plicitly dcni~.s the c;upcrnatuml. As 
pointed out by scholnstic theologJans. who do not succumb 
to thh. erroneous naturalism. God is love in the sense that 
love means the thcolog1cal virtue of clwrity. Charity is the 
virtue whereby God as the sole, sovere1gn good before all 
else and bv which we do His wt/1 and arc united with Him. 
It is a theocentric love in radical opposition to thcnaturaJistic 
notion of love which is sentimental and self-gratifying, 
especially manifested today in an unordered satisfaction of 
corporeal desires. The good of mankind lies in the subju-
gation of the intellecl. the will. and persona] action to the 
law of God as He has intentionally revealed it through the 
Roman Catholic Church and m no other place. The evan-
gelist writes: "lfyoulove me, keep my commandments." (St. 
John XV, 15). To equate God with modern notionsoflove, 
whereby God Hi msd f is mutated into a sentimental ··sugar 
daddy." subjugates God to human capriciousness wholly 
distorting divine mercy and jus!Jce. This g~ves rise to the 
whole issue of divine punishment and reward. 
Will God punish man in this life foroffensesagainst His 
eternal majesty?The answer is clear and emphatic perhaps. 
We live this life in order to mem life with the Blessed 
Trinity. We arc all born stained with the foul corruption of 
Original Sin (How modernists hute this dogma!) which 
separates nian from eternal life. Through Christ's sacrifice 
on Calvary poured thn.lllgh the sacrament of baptism. we 
arc once more afforded the opportunity of supernatural life. 
God's charity is evident here for justice could demand that 
the whole human rnce be damned for the sin of our first 
parents (So too do modernists try to explain away the 
historical fact of our first parents as a Semitic myth). Yet 
God prefers to reconcile man to Himself. Indeed. through 
the sacraments of the Church God repeatedly offers man 
the chance to merit eternal life through grace. 
Yet the question still remains which prompted Chris to 
write h1s letter: does Cod punish intlus life? Yes. He does. 
Death itself is the common punishment. Man was crearcd 
for eternal life. yer through sin he has forfeited this and 
must suffer bodily death and corruption Wnh regard to 
punishment through natural or supt•mawm/liisaster (The 
supernatural bas hccn overlonkud show ingjust how modem 
man has been condiuoncd by philosophical naturalism), 
the Church firmly holds that certain htstorical occurrence<> 
have heen punishmctll tor s111, e.p.., the world war<: run her, 
u~ Ill' me "hu.llUl>l!lU~ll\ i!> 1..\~;.<U I C.Y lOI.!IIl 111 lhl- Ulu 1 c::. 
mmenf andltdsOM',tlli!fnmeC'Jdd~fflll)hrrlie l\18~ 
(Modernists love tO$peakof a fanciful evolution of the idea 
of God, yet God is eternal and noll he product of human 
intellect which itSelf docs not evolve as human nature is 
static), the separation of God into a vengeful God of the Old 
Testament and a loving God of the New Testament is a 
fallacious invention of modem theology .It is the old lie of 
the Gnostics and Marcionists restructured in contemporary 
terms. When God punishes in this life, as God has done, it 
is because such is the only action from which may be drawn 
the greater good. Yes, punishment is good. God will not 
waste His infinite mercy on obstinate sinners. ThedamnaLion 
of souls itself is a good as it pays witness to the infinjte 
justice of God. Justice demands that the righteous be 
rewarded and the reprobate be condemned. 
These concepts here discussed are quite distanced from 
the self-serving thoughts and ideals of contemporary man. 
Admittedly, these are difficult to accept today, but not 
impossible. Man today wants his own way, his own God; 
this is liberalism. The time has come for a return to the true 
Church unaltered by the errors of modernism. Pope Leo 
XIII points out in his encyclical "Libenas Humana" (20 
June 1888) that true freedom lies inconformity to the truths 
of the Catholic faitb. an understanding of freedom quite 
removed from that to be found in the liberal-inspired 
documents "Caudium et Spes" and "Dinitatis Humanae" 
of the Second Vatican Council. Only in conformity to the 
one, Lruc Faith can one reconcile the concept of a just and 
merciful God who is all-loving. Modem thought falls into 
a dualism that wishes only to embrace one aspect of the 
Divinity, positing that which is distasteful to contemporary 
values in some sort of anti- or ante~God. Yet God by His 
nature 1s indivisible. God is love. and modern man must 
return to an understanding of what this love means 
Wm. Christopher Hoag 
Class of 1993 
' Th•• Carroll.\"t•w., "c•kumt'' kiln·, lnlht·t·dirur. "' il h unr ""'~· 
nr knun in~( "hut ·'"~' likt· or rli,likt· alu111t lht· m·" 'l"'tK•r, I he 
•·oampt"· m•lifc inl(drt·rul. \\t· a'k that leiter-. he .,uhmillt·d h)· 
12:011 p.m. !\Iumia~·· '" I he Carmi/ .\'c•n ullin·, to Clhlll"t• ttu·ir 
puhlk;~liun. \\t• a..-s~r·n the ri::hr tu edit klh:r' rur durih ur 
'fJan•t·un,idt•r.Jiinn,f1 l.cllt·r' """' lw 'illlll'd urad ~~~·t·um)lallit·d 
h)· your IJhtllll' numl •·r. l .t·lt•·r-; hcruml' prupal~ or rl1t· C\". 
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Injustices in China are now tolerated by U.S. 
Clinton supportJ the country'.~ ahortion policy, unlike Reagan, Bush 
Mark Daniel Delaney 
Corum Wr IE" 
The Clinton Adrnini~trJtion ha' pledged over ' 40 mrl -
lion to United nation' Population Fund. other" ise kno" n 
as U.I'.'FPA. II b also ~no" n for II'> -.upport ofChma ·swell-
known program of forced abortion and Involuntary steril-
ization Smcc then Tong Wa1 Zhang. Zhen Hue Guo. and 
Congressman Chri,topher Smllh of New Jersey. have 
launched a lawsull 10 the wa.,hmgton D.C. fedeml court 
seeking the stoppage of th1s money. The experiences of 
Tong and Zhcn arc remarkable. and unimagmative to us 
here in the Unlled States. 
Tong had his job and bus1ncss taken away from him 
after his wife had her second child. He was then sentenced 
to spend a period of three years at a labor camp. When he 
escaped and went underground his wife was captured by 
the government and was forced to have a sterilization done 
on her Zhen and his wife were forced to go underground 
when she hecame pregnant w1th child number two. Their 
relatives were threatened 1ft hey dido 't give information on 
their whereabouts. Zhcn wac, forced to leave his wife and 
all of h1s property. His wife refused to have an abortion. 
And these arc not all of the horror stories for Chinese 
women and their fam1hes. Dr. John Aid, an expert on China 
and_lhctr population pohc1es, testified in the Iawsull that 
the Chinese government forced women to bave abortions. 
sterilized women during a normal childbirth, and even has 
been present when the doctor would kill the chjld with a 
shot of formaldehyde or crush their baby's skull with 
forceps. Talk about grave human rights abuse. 
Clinton's decision has reversed the polices of both 
Reagan and Bush who were firmly against these types of 
larml) planning. In a leltn w Senator Jesse Helm~ on 
'lcptcmhcr 10, rhc Clinton Admini,tration reiterated irs 
wmn11tmcnt to U~PVA . Thh. "a e\cn though the) admit-
ted h> linding ~orne "th-.ma) ahout reported cominued 
abuse'> in Chma:· 
And 10 make thinp worse, a person named Nafis Sadik 
currently i~ the head ol L ~FPA. He ha'> gone on record as 
saying that the Chinese government has made remarkable 
achievements in lamily planmng. StaliStJcally, improve-
ments may have hccn made, but those improvements arc 
JU"t hkc our nat1on's movement to spade our pets. Now 
think about it, aren't the philosophies the same? And when 
was the last tunc a government worrying about number:;, 
more than people, wac; right? It definitely isn't, in this case. 
Yet Sadtk cl.unh rhat hL \HlUid like to If! China':. experi-
ence' m other countne-... 
Tong anll /hen hil\L hcen trying to seek political 
as} lum in the Lnllcd ~tate-.. So far the} have hcen denied. 
But the Clinton Administration's decJSIOI' to support these 
gross polictes continues. and j, having to be held up 1n the 
courts. And this i'> C\ en with the knowledge we have. Ho\\ 
can we 1gnore the human righrs character, and support the 
demand that familie-. cannot plan their own lives? We 
cannot give a1d to a set of people who murder a child born 
one day earlier than a governmental dale. If we do, we are 
guilty of violating human rights just as much as those who 
are doing the murdcri ng, or causing the emotional grief and 
pain. 
Death inspires appreciation for life 
Kevin Biascl 
Forum Wrrter 
Why? Why is life so unfair? Why are we put on thiseanh 
to live and die? Why is ll that in the past year John Carroll 
has lost three freshmen to unumely deaths? Why does it 
happen to someone ~o young? Why is life so unfair? Why? 
I am sure that many of you have asked similar questions 
before. and perhaps more so this past week. 
Throughout our hves we are taught to ask questions. 
The basis of our education is to find the correct answers, to 
learn something from every experience. It is especially in 
timeoftragcdy that we find ourselves despairingly pursuing 
answers. Answers to questions like, "Why was it him? He 
was so young." "Why did it happen to her? She had so much 
to live for." "Why do we have to suffer? It's so painful." 
These questions have been implored for centuries. Hu-
manity has toyed with explanations, yet no one has come 
up with the scientific solutionl>. We have discovered uni-
versal truths ranging from the secrets of DNA and chro-
mosomes, to the distance between the earth and the sun. 
But we have yet to scientifically answer the plaguing 
questions regarding mortality. Why not? 
There are many truths in this world that cannot be 
proven by an experiment or a statistical analysis. Subjec-
tive reality is the only way we can answer questions of 
mortality. In my experience I have learned many lessons 
regarding death and even illness. The loss of a loved one is 
a time of recollection, mourning and realization. But more 
importantly, it is an affirmation of our irreplaceable lives. 
Death, as painful as it may be, is an inspiration for life. 
The concept of love is a wholly selfish endeavor 
Justin A. Kopczak 
ForumWrifer 
Lately, I have been much dismayed by this society's 
perception of what love is. As portrayed in film, in print, 
and in the pathetic tales of friends and acquaintances, love 
is very often a troublesome, unrewarding experience. Those 
wbo su~ in ll are race. and lhc rest aimlessly grope for 
""""-""""- the.... ret;*Mpln the may one day be o "1ucky.M 
From my own expcnence, rhoughr and personal study 
of the tOpiC, I have drawn some conclusions about love. 
The first of wh1ch is that contrary to the empty. trite cliches 
spewed out in popular culture, love IS not an incompre-
hcnsihle, primal "urge " Love 1s neither selness nor sac-
nficial. nor is it a syc,tem of "give and take." ln short. love 
i-. one thing: scltl)>h. 
I .ovc is t1 ~trong nllraction to another person based on a 
~·onsciou' recognition , appr ccmuon, adm1ration, and respect 
ol that pcP.on ·.,qut~litic-.. Stated diftcrently.love represents 
the highc-.t apprais,tl of another person becaU'>Cllf what that 
person do~·.;, thinl\)> and vah1es. 
LCIH' tlelll.mds self t'"tecm. lor one must love himsell 
and h1s own 'uluc'> bcfml' he can ever respect 01 admire 
1>0111conc \\h11 :-h.tn:· thn-.~: \'alues. To lo\e requires that 
11ne sell "hly ''ant'> tn l-ee lnmsell and his values mmorcd 
111 the per 'on l)l .mother. 
L 0\l' is -.elfhh rna.-.n.uch as one denves great per~onal 
'\atisfaction from being rn the pn~\ence ot hts beloved. 
Indeed. the greate!.t act of love, "exual union. IS a purely 
<.elfish cndcaH>r. Who \;an den) that one engages in con-
o,ensual -.ex pnrnarily for h1s O\\ n personal pleasure? 
Sadly. too many end up tn dMalisfymg relationships 
because they accept popular notion'> of what love is. 
LENTEN PRAYER SERVICE 
For example, I've often heard that love cannot be 
explained rationally-"it'sjustafee/ing." Nonsense. Love 
is an entirely cerebral exercise, not a demonic possession. 
Author Ayn Rand observed that an individual who 
experienced fear without reason -paranoia- would be 
immediately referred to a psychiatrist. Yet, inexplicably, 
many cling lo lhe idea thal love - an equally powerful 
moti n - ma omeh6w exi t without reason. 
Love is abo not an act of self-sacrifice. It is not concerned 
w1th sci ness, non-rcmunerativcgiving.lndividuals would 
avoid Jove like the plague if it were. Sacrifice is the act of 
giving something ofhigher value in exchange for something 
of lower value. 
Consider the frightening political ramifications of love 
as self-sacnfice. As love 1s one of the highest ideals men 
strive to attain, legislators can argue they are "institution-
alizing love" making it law and, thus, easy to attain- by 
forctng indl\'ldu.lls to sacrifice their income or property for 
the good of -;omeone who hac;n·t earned it. 
Some arc then tempted to argue that ''love is 'give and 
take"' a poltroon1sh cop out that leaves the individual 
with no objective basi1. on whl\.'h w conduct his relation-
ship~. There would he time<. when an individual is com-
pletCI) juo.;titied in taking seltio;h pleasure tn his relation-
ships :mc.J other times when he must cmnpletel) renounce 
tm. own interest)> and happine'!. at no benefit to h1msell 
(Note "Labors of love" arc not "giv1ng" 1f one ultimately 
garns more happrncss than he loses doing the work. "Giv-
ing" entails a /on of happmess.) 
The ·•grvc and take" approach to love creates an 
ad,crsarial rclation"'hip among friend::.- each will natu-
rally want to "take" as much as they can, and "give" as little 
Sun - fast - tc 
as possible. Invariably, con llict will arise insofar as each 
party will expect to be the beneficiary of "giving" and 
demand that the other party yield their interests. 
Moreover, an .. interpersonal accounting" is certain to 
arise as friends begin to count what they've given and what 
they've taken - always weighing their sacrifices heavier 
than their partner's. 
Certainly, no healthy relation hip can be fountled b 
partners who arc secretly loathing each other over unpaid 
"debts." 
Only when both parties live according to a defined set 
of values and selfrshly derive personal pleasure from being 
with teach other (because they share those values) can a 
relationship be stable and sustainable. 
ln summatiOn, note the definition of "I love you" that 
the various notions of love carry: 
a) "I don't I-. now "hy I'm attracted to you or how long I' II 
be I' m only a whrm-drivcn savage. you know." 
h) "It is not important" hethcr I'm attracted to you or not, 
whether I re-.pcct you or n11t. All thatJS important is that I 
do thtngs lor you .tnd not reap any hencnt from them." 
c) "Sometuncs I taJ...e gr"l·at jo) rn being wllh you. \\ hile 
other times I merely t·onHnit my t1mc and resources to 
serv1ng Yl)ll, hoping thar I'm happ) as a result." 
d) "I respct·t. admire 
and value you. Your 
existence brings trc· 
mendous personal 
happiness to my life." 
Which definition 
would you find most 
complimentary? 
PREGNANT? NEED HELP? 
BeALL BIRTHRIGHT 
LAKEWOOD CLEVELAND PARMA 
228·5998 486-2800 661-6400 
HOTLINE 1-800-550-4900 
Wednesd ay evenings in St. Francis Tanning Salon 
~ 
eoeeos 
HA.IR DESIGN 
Chapel at !O:OOp.m . 
March 2 - C hris tian Music 
March 9 - Stations of the Cross 
March 23- Rite of Reconciliation 
Marc h 16- Healing of M emories 
(communal celebration) 
• • • • • 
also at 
Ges1.1 C hurch Tuesday Evenin~ 
March 22- 7:30 to 9:00p.m. Rite of 
Reconciliation (private confessions) 
Sttuftnt Sptna( 
10 rtansfor $35 
10~ 01-.counl on other packages 
381-0888 
~9 Ma field Road. South Euchd 
1442lCcdorRd·S l!uclod.Oft44121 
Wed & Thurs 
Manicure/Pedicure 
Special 
$26 
or Manicure 
$9 
Bring this ad to receive 
this special offer. 
Expires 3130194 
Call and ask for Nanci: 
382-9520 
2 0% Discount 
to Carroll Students, 
Faculty & Staff 
r-
We specialize in: 
Hairstyling 
Coloring 
Manicure-Pedicure 
Acrylic Nails 
Waxing 
Eyelash Tinting 
~ --~--------~--~ 
321-4202 
13942 Cedar Rd • Univ. Hts 
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Changes for core debated 
Derek Diaz 
News Editor==-- --
Students,staff.and faculty from 
all departments volleyed ideas 
back and forth last Thursday and 
Friday at open meetings to discuss 
changes in the university's cur-
rent core curriculum. • 
The meetings, sponsored by the 
Committee to Review the Core 
Curriculum, were enacted to allow 
input on the two core proposals set 
out by the commiltee. 
Students who attended the 
meetings described problems they 
anticipated with the new core. 
Senior Joe Parks, when told 
that faculty and the university 
president ultimately decide what 
the new core will entail, asked 
why students were not permitted 
to share in the decision. 
"Things don't work that way. 
The way higher education works 
is that an older generation passes 
on knowledge to a younger gen-
eration,., said David Robson. pro-
fessor of history. ·'It makes no 
sense for that generation to decide 
what education should be passed 
down to them." 
Junior Jennifer Burke ex-
plained that problems with the 
current core arise when related 
information becomes fragmented 
across several courses. 
'The problem is that now I 
must learn Greek history from a 
history class, Greek thought from 
apolitical science class, and Greek 
philosophy from a philosophy," 
Burke said. "I really have no clue 
what was going on in Greece at 
that time." 
Burke said that she supported 
the radical core proposal which 
included a series of "Ideas and 
Cu1tures" courses which could inte-
grate related areas of knowledge. 
Frank Navratil, dean of the 
School of Business, appeared at 
the Friday meeting to discus~ if 
business courses could fulfill the 
new core requirements. 
"The School of Business offers 
courses like International Busi-
ness that, in our view. could serve 
to fulfill core requirements." said 
Navratil. ··we don't want courses 
to be excluded from the core 
classes just because they arc 
School of Business courses.'' 
According to Fred Travis, dean 
of the College of Ans and Sci-
ences, the committee felt that the 
hearings had been helpful. 
"The response was excellent," 
Travis said. "Most of the com-
ments we heard were construc-
tive. A lot of discussion was gen-
erated and now we need to think 
about how to offer students the 
right core curriculum. Now we'll 
discuss the issues in meetings with 
the Committee." 
Pass/ Fail policy approved by president 
Joseph M. Guoy 
Assistant News Edi1or 
Studentsenrollingforthefirst 
timeinthefallof1994willfacenew 
options regarding classes, as the 
changes in the existing pass/fail 
option wiU be implemented. 
According to a memo issued 
by Sally H. Wertheim, acting 
vice president for academic af-
fairs, ''Fr. Lavelle approved the rec-
ommendation of the Faculty Forum 
in regard to a change in the existing 
pass/fail policy." 
The new policy stipulates that 
students who have obtained 
sophomore status are permitted to 
take up to six courses on the pass/ 
fail basis with certain restrictions. 
Students may not register for 
more than one pass/fail class per 
semester and may not use the 
option in a major sequence, mi-
nor or concentration. Also, "No 
more than one course used to 
fulfill the university's liberal arts 
core per division may be taken 
on the pass/fail basis," and "PL 
101 and RL 101 may not be 
taken pass/fail." 
BUSA's "Just a Taste of Fashion" fashion show. Move over Milan. 
LECTURE 
Step by 
Step 
The Road to Peace in 
the Middle East 
Dr. Yossi Olmeri 
Israeli 
Political Scientist 
SAC Confrence Room 
Monday Feb. 21 
4:30 to 5:30 
CENTER 
GRILL 
Grand Opening 
10% of/with JCU ID 
In Cedar Center 
Walking Distance from JCU 
13796 Cedar Road 397-7522 
5 
S.C..y :Z.Ciet 
A Chinese musician performs for Multicultural Affairs' Chinese 
New Year last Friday 
Sailors gather frotn 
around t~he nation 
Joseph M. Guay 
Assistant News Editor 
The John Carroll University 
sailing team recently hosted a 
convention on campus, drawing 
collegiate sailors from across the 
Midwest. 
''It 's nice to see the team come 
full circle," said senior Eric Wulf. 
"Only four years after its develop-
ment, our team was able to host 
this important convention." 
Approx imate ly 135 sailors 
from 35 schools attended the 
Midw 1 'o1leg1ate Sa1llDg 
Association's Midwinter Meeting 
on Feb. 5 and 6. The event was an 
organizational meeting and awards 
banquet for the association. Up-
coming events and future regattas 
were also planned. 
DINNER 
continued from page 1 
stage a protest in front ofLavelle 's 
office late last semester. The pro-
test however was unnecessary 
when Lavelle granted them a 
meeting, Mahoney said. 
At the subsequent meeting, 
Mahoney said that Lavelle was 
re luctant to consider any proposal 
to hold a senior dinner, but later 
One of the students who 
foundedJCU'ssailingtearn, Wulf 
was selected as "sportsman of the 
year" from a Jist of five other 
national contenders. 
"The award was SOO>ndary to me 
because 1 just enjoy promoting sail-
ing," said Wulf. "It was a surprise." 
According to senior Bonnie 
Heaton, the team hosts regauas on 
Lake Eric and attends approxi 
matcly 20 Midwes t regattas 
throughout the year. Wull em-
ph11si1.ed thai I hi.' learn focu-.es m\ 
proiJlOliD& SaUWj a5' a ap:Kt 4Wd • 
interested students don't need to 
know how to sa• I. 
" It was an honor to host the 
event," said Heaton. "I hope the 
team will continue next year and 
into the future.'' 
relaxed his position when the of-
ficers explained how they wanted 
to change the image of the dinner 
and make it into a cJassy event, 
and not a "last-bash party." 
At press time, Lavelle was un-
available for comment. 
Bookwalter said, " I hope that 
this year's senior class will set an 
example for future classes on how 
to arrange and conduct themselves 
at the dinner." 
MONDAY THRU THURSDAY 
4:00 TO 7:30PM 
FRIDAY 
4:CJG TO 9:00PM 
II C£j 
fJf7J CEDAR RD. CLEVELAND H'f'5. 932-6999 
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Shelling resumes as Serbs-
sporn the NATO ultimatum 
John Pomfret 
1994.lhe Wosh•nqfon Post 
SARAJEVO, Bosnia At least 
two artillery hla~ts mcked down 
town Sarajevo late Thursda} ,JU~I 
hours after the Bo<.n1an Serb mili-
tat)' rejected a NATO ultimatum 
to pull back their he~l\Y weaponc:; 
from around thetx:seiged Bo:.nian 
capital or face airt stnkes. 
Jt was unclear Thursday night 
which of Bosnta'o; warring fac 
t1ons had tired the shells, which 
slammed into the city le<.s than 12 
hours after Serb mi I i tia forces and 
Sarajevo's Slavic Muslim-led 
defenders had agreed to a U.N.-
sponsored cease-fire around the 
city. But initial reports from U.N 
officials played down the signifi-
cance of the barr.tgc and sug-
ge~ted that it was not sufficient to 
trigger retaliatory aimrikes under 
provisions of NATO's Wednes-
day ultimatum. 
According to reports reachjng 
New York from U.N. observers 
1n Sarajevo, two artillery shells 
"of unknown ongm" were fired 
into an area of the Ctty where no 
civilians live. Muslim batteries 
responded qu1ckly w1th two artil-
lery rounds and later with five 
mortar shells. There were no 1m· 
memate reports of casualties on 
either side. 
In Washlngton, administration 
officials sajd that early intelli· 
__...~on lhe-bom-
banlment \\<a~ incom:lu\ivc. with 
conflicting reports on whether 
artillery shelling or small arms 
fire had occurred. The NATO 
allie~ warned Wedne-.day that 
airstnkcs would be launched 
again'>t Serb anillery halleries if 
they were found respons1hlc for 
new shelling of civilian targets in 
Sarajevo. The alhancc al~o said it 
\\ould bomb Serb heavy weapons 
11 they were not pulled hack at 
lca~t 12 mtles from the city center 
by l ·eb. 21. 
Earlier. Mile Gvero. deputy 
commander of the Bosntan Serb 
military. rejected the NATO ulti-
matum to pull back hi!- an1llery 
from around SaraJeVo and warned 
that h1s forces would usc interna· 
uonal-aid workers as human 
shields against any Western air 
a11ack on Serb positions. 
"Any decision we make will 
not be less civilized than the one 
made by your countries," Gen. 
Mile Gvero told Western report-
ers at rus mountain retreat 45 
miles east of Sarajevo. "If these 
countries bomb us. then their 
people will remain with us," said 
Gvero. whose powerful assem-
blage of tanks, artillery and heavy 
mortars has been pounding 
Sarajevo since the three-sided 
Bosnian war broke out 22 months 
ago. 
Gvero, who had agreed to the 
U N -brokered truce around the 
CIIY on Wednesday, issued rus 
defiant declaration as 240 French 
U.N. troops were taking up posi-
lion& between Setb and Muslim 
line'> :J!> part of 1h111 Lrucc agree-
ment, but rus threats left uncenrun 
whether that accord, or any such 
local agreement, can now be 
implemented 
Nevertheless. while Serb snip· 
er'> peered from wmdows 1n shell-
l.hath.:rcd hutldtngs, Brtttsh LL. 
Gcn Michael Rose, commander 
of U N. force~ in Bosnia. hegan 
mitiating terms of the truce by 
positioning L'.I'<. buffer forces at 
the Bridge of Brotherhood and 
Unny ove1 Sarajevo's MllJacka 
River, an Ironically-named cross· 
ing that has been the scene of 
bitter batlles throughout the war 
and 1s one of the six front hne 
sitec; around Sarajevo where U.N. 
troops will be deployed. 
Rose engineered the cease-fire 
following a mortar attack on an 
open-air market in Sarajevo Sal· 
urday that killed 68 people, the 
highest civilian death toll in the 
clly 10 a single incident stnce the 
war began. Rose said both sides 
had agreed to place their heavy 
weapons under U.N. control, halt 
all auacks and allow the United 
Nations to intersperse troops be-
tween the warring sides. If it suc-
ceeds, the accord could obviate 
any need for air strikes, Rosesa1d. 
''It's a small step," Rose said. 
"We're not naive; we don't be-
lieve it's going to work without 
problems." Rose told reporters 
standing amid wrecked cars, 
trenches and mjne fields on the 
Serb side of the bridge. Chi 1-
dren fro licked alongside him, 
perhaps the firsltime they have 
played th ere since the war 
began. 
Meanwhile, Bosnia's Muslim· 
led govenment agreed to Serb de-
mand\ Thur\day for establishment 
ot a UN commission to inn:sti -
gate who wa" responsible for fir-
ing the mortar shell that <.leva-. 
tated the SaraJevo market. The 
agreement allowed the dcsullor} 
Bosnian peace talks to re~ume in 
Geneva against the backdrop of 
thel'.ATOair-.trikeultimatum.and 
with scmor U.S diplomatic orn 
cials in allendancc for the first 
time. 
It was that deadly monar at· 
tack that galvamLed NATO into 
demanding that the Serbs with· 
draw the1r heavy weapons from 
around the city and apparently that 
also lead the Serbs to conclude the 
Sarajevo cease-lire Wednesday in 
hopes of forestalling such a move 
by the Western allies. Many U.N. 
and Western governmant officials 
have blamed the Serbs for the 
mortar attack, but the Serbs have 
denied responsibility and claimed 
the Muslims themselves had fired 
the fatal shell in order to win 
sympathy for their cause in the 
West. 
Al Gvero's headquarters. 
meanwhile, the general seemed 
determined not to give in to any 
Western pressure to weaken his 
position around the Bosnian 
capital. "We can never accept any 
kind of ultimatum," he told re· 
porters. making clear that if the 
West chose to strike, the Serbs 
would use all means available -
even the lives of the hundreds of 
Western aid workers in Bosnia ·to 
fight back. 
In perhaps a dry run for such an 
action. Bo:.n1an Serb.., blockei.l :.ix 
employees of the L N. High Com· 
mtss1oner lor Refugees from 
leaving the Serb-hcld region of 
Banja Luka in northern Bosnia. 
accord1ng to the agency's spoke<;-
man 10 Saraje' o, Kris Janowski 
Recent!) the reg10n. the scene of 
o;ome of the most vicious .. ethntc 
cleansmg" of Muslim civilians. 
has witnessed renewed crack 
downs on the small Muslim and 
Bosnian Croat mmorities whore· 
main there. U.N. repon!. on the 
problems have sparked tension 
between international aid workers 
and the Serbs. 
Gvero acknowledged the ac-
tion, saying that"when you arrive 
in a country you have to state your 
reasons forbeingallowed in. When 
you leave, you have to state your 
reasons for being allowed out." 
Critical to Gvero's argument 
agrunst the NATO demand for a 
12-mile pullback of hjs heavy 
weapons is his belief that Muslim 
militiamen would take advantage 
of the withdrawal by moving for-
ward and culling two key roads 
that connect Serb suburbs north 
and south of Sarajevo to Pale, the 
headquarters of the Bosnian Serb 
poliitcalleadership, I 0 miles east 
of Sarajevo. 
Most important, a quick 
Muslim push wthe west could 
link up - for the first time since 
tbe wac beKtpo • trapped 
Bosnian government force 
inside Sarajevo with much 
stronger Bosnian militia units 
operating in central Bosnia. 
Israel and PLO reach accord on several issues 
Susan Sachs 
~1994. Newsdoy 
CAIRO, Egypt - Israeli and 
Palestinian officials Wednesday 
broke the impasse in their talks on 
limited Palestinian autonomy, 
signing off on more than 20 pages 
of detailed agreements that set the 
stage for Israel's withdrawal from 
the GaLa Strip and Jericho. 
Both Israeli Foreign Mintster 
Shimon Peres and Palestine Lib· 
erat1on Organuation Cha1rman 
Y,J\\Cr Arafat described their 
at hie' ement in glo\\ ing terms. al· 
though the) s:tid tnllre ncgot1a· 
Lion~ arc needed O<:fure Palestin· 
~<~n self rule hc~omes ,, reality. 
"We consider what we have 
done 111 the last three days to be a 
major step toward implementing 
the declaration of principles we 
">igncd in Washington:· Arafatsrud 
at the conclusion of marathon talks 
with Israelis in the l·.gypllan capi-
tal. 
"We can say that.. the name of 
Palestine has returned to the map 
of the M1ddle East.'' he added. 
Peres said the negotiators 
"overcame very, very difficult is-
sues" and called the partial accord 
"unprecedented " 
He did not comment on whether 
the Israeli government would now 
make long-awaited goodwill ges-
tures, such as a substantial release 
of the 3,500 to 4.000 Palestinians 
in Israeli prisons. Nor did Arafat 
say whether he would now ap-
point a so-called national author-
ity to run Palestinian affairs in the 
occupied territories. 
Support among Palestinians in 
the occupied territorie~ tor the 
peace plan and for Arafat's nego· 
tinting skills has slipped si nce 
Septemher, when many people 
were left with the imprcs .. ion that 
dramatic change!> were coming 
and thousands of pri .. oner~ 
would be rc.:leal:ted from Israeli 
jails. 
The historic declaration of 
princ1plcs signed in September 
1n Washington by the PLO and 
Israel set out a general plan 
for transferring civilian powers 
such as taxation, utility scrvtces, 
health, education and police from 
Israel's military to a new Palestin-
ian authority in Gaza and Jericho. 
But implementation of that ac-
cord which is to be merely the 
1mmed1ate prelude to self-rule for 
all of the occupied territories - is 
now two months overdue. Israel 's 
military pullout was supposed to 
begin Dec. 13, and be completed 
by Apnl 13. 
Once the two sides sat down to 
hammer out the details of the 
Washington accord, they became 
bogged down over Israel's con-
cerns for the security of Jewish 
setllements in the autonomy areas 
and the PLO's jnsistence on con-
trol of access roads and border 
crossings. 
Neither leader gave much de 
tail on the agreements reached in 
Cairo, where Egyptian and Nor-
wegian diplomats hovered con-
tinuously 10th~.; wings to press tor 
decJsion., The declaration of 
principles w a" worked out in .~c­
cret by the PI 0 and Israel with the 
help of Norway last year 
The biggest headache in the 
negotiations that have jumped re 
peatedly from Cairo to Europe 
and back concerned control of the 
border passages between the Jeri-
cho region and Jordan and the 
Gaza Strip and Egypt. Fully eight 
pages of text were required to spell 
out in minute detrul the arrange-
ments by which Israel and the 
PLO would share responsibility 
for processing travelers, but Israel 
would retain ultimate control over 
who goes in and out. 
"It is a satisfactory arrange-
ment,'' said a PLO official in-
volved in the talks, who asked to 
remain anonymous. "This is a 
breakthrough that will facilitate 
the other issues." 
An Egyptian official close to 
the negotiations said that "a small 
number of issues will be left for 
Arafat and Israeli Prime Minister 
(Yitzhak) Rabin to deal with be-
causeoftheir symbolism or sensi-
tivity." 
Among those arc thesizeofthc 
Jericho autonomy district, an is· 
sue that touches on the immediate 
fate of several Jewish settlements 
and collective farms on the edge 
of Jericho, and the nature of thc 
Palestinian police presence on the 
Jordan River bridge" toto Israel. 
Rabin and Arafat are expected 
to meet- for on ly their third time 
-at the actual signing of an accord 
to implement the self-rule plan. 
No date for such a meeting has 
been set, although both Israeli and 
PLO officials said another few 
weekS might be needed to draft 
the final texts. 
The documents accepted by the 
two sides Wednesday were only 
initialed by Peres and Arafat. 
Arafat, as the top PLO leader. 
wants to sign a final accord 
with Rabi<1, whom he consid-
ers his eql.lal in terms ofpoliti· 
cal status. 
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Professors lecture on the rewards, 
challenges of teaching overseas 
Bob Sandrick 
Staff Reporter 
In Europe, people arc not as 
friendly, and the pace oflifc not as 
hurried as in the United States, 
according to two John Carroll 
University professors who spent 
the last year teaching abroad. 
Dr. David Klooster of the John 
Carroll depanmentofEnglish, and 
Dr. Linda Seward of the depart-
ment of communications, dis-
cussed some of the similarities 
and differences of their European 
experiences last Thursday in their 
lecture, "Innocents Abroad: the 
Realities of Teaching Overseas." 
The lecture was the first of this 
semester's Faculty International 
Lecture Series, which is sponsored 
by the John Carroll International 
Studies Center. 
Klooster, a Fulbright Scholar 
who spent the 1992-93 academic 
year teaching American literature 
at Comcnius University in Bratis-
lava, Slovakia, said he had ex-
pected the Slovakians, based on 
their friendly reputation in eastern 
Europe, to be warm and friendly 
toward him and his family. How-
ever. he found that was not the 
cru;e. 
·'Nobody acted friendly to us· 
at least not until just before we 
left," srud Klooster. He explained 
that Slovakianc;, j ust recentl y 
having gained their independence 
after years of living under com-
mumst oppression, arc still wary 
of those outside their tight, indi-
vidual family ctrclcs. So the clos-
est relationships arc within the 
families. 
"Social life had been system-
atically depressed under the 
communists," said Klooster. 
"After 40 years of that, it just 
doesn't go away." 
Seward, who last year taught 
for Loyola Universi ty's study 
abroad program in Rome, Italy, 
admitted that she also expected 
close relationships among the 
faculty at Loyola in Rome. But 
she too was disappointed. "The 
close-knit atmosphere that we ex-
~.Jc'-t 
tuJ .... 
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pected did not exist," said Seward. 
Seward felt that the Italians she 
encountered did not live up to 
their reputation of openness and 
friendliness-although a certain 
degree of friendliness did exist. 
''People would be friendly, but it 
was a superficial friend.ly," said 
Seward. 
As in Slovakia, the closest re-
lationships arc within the Italian 
families. "The family is the unit 
that everything is based on," said 
Seward. Young people live with 
their parents until they're mar-
ried, and if they get divorced,they 
move back home again. 
In addition to the friendliness 
factor, both Klooster and Seward 
agreed that the pace of life in Eu-
rope is much slower that in the 
United States. Europeans do not 
have the same resources for speed 
that Americans have-so that in 
Europe. it takes longer to do ev-
erything and to get everywhere. 
More people usc public trans-
portation in Europe than in the 
United States, and according to 
Seward, it can take up to an hour to 
get to a movie or visit a museum. 
Seward also said that the fre-
quent bus strikes in Italy, whtch 
can last anywhere from a few hours 
to one da). can throv. a monkey 
wrench into people's plans and keep 
th<:m from doing what the) wanuodo. 
In Slovak1a, Klooster wa~ also 
forced to slow down his life sty le. 
He found that v.hile food was 
abundant. 11 took hours to do h1s 
grocery shopping. The grocery 
store~ severely restrict customer 
now by allowing only very few 
shoppers in their stores at one time. 
\\hich leads to long lines outside 
the stores. 
Along with the similarities in 
the experiences of Klooster and 
Seward came differences. 
For example, Seward said that 
prices for everything in Italy were 
distinctly high. Her one-bedroom 
campus apartment cost $1000 per 
month, plus the cost of utilities. 
At a family-owned restaurant, a 
simple meal consisting of pasta, a 
M~U..~~ 
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salad and v,cater cost anywhere 
from $15 to $25 And a ticket to 
the opera costs about $1 00. 
Meanwhile. in Slo\akia. 
Kloo\ter round pnces more rea-
sonable. And although he dtd not 
enjoy the variety of food and other 
goods offered in the United States, 
he said that he and his family 
lived well he even found the 
simple living refreshing. "it was 
wonderfully liberating to be out 
of a consumer culture for a year," 
said Klooster. 
And in Slovakia, a box scat at 
theoperacostsonly $1.75. Even 
at such a low price, the quality of 
performance is exce llent"The 
cultural life was unbelievably rich 
and accessible," said Klooster. 
Klooster and Seward also re-
ported differences in their re-
spective teaching situations. 
Klooster, who taught Ameri 
can literature to natiOnals at Co 
men ius Umversity,carricda heavy 
12-classcourse load, coven ng 300 
students. The heavy load was the 
result of an underfunded bngli::.h 
department which consisted of 
only 13 teachers to 750 ~tudenLc;. 
'1lleuniversitics thercarestruggling,'' 
said Klooster. ''Their funds have been 
CUl drastically." 
Nevertheless. Klooster was 
impressed by the level of English 
his Slovakian students spoJ.;e. He 
also noted that they excelled at 
memorizing facts, although they 
were somewhat defic1ent at writ 
mg papers and fonnulatmg the1r 
own opinions. Dunng class Icc-
turc~. the '>tudents ..cemed sur-
prised that Klooster expected them 
to partic1patc 
In contrast, Seward taught 
American students. mamly from 
Chicago and Californta, who were 
there mostly for a vacation. At 
mght they searched for American-
style bnrs, and tried to tour 12 
countncs 111 10 days. Seward re-
marked that they could not learn 
very much about these countries 
while llpending so little time in 
each one,"Seward said. "We had 
students who resented taking !tal-
ran even though we were in 
ltai) ."De.,pitc these d•fliculues, 
txlth KJoo.,ter and Seward agreed that 
the1r year in Ew-opc was wonh iL 
"bery day 1s a new C\pericnce-
cverything's nev. ," sa.Jd Klooster. 
NATO strives for a peace proposal 
Kevin Bachman 
Assistant World View Editor 
Using advanced survctllancc 
technology. NATO is developing 
a complex peace proposal not only 
to strengthen the threat of air strikes 
but to present it to the Serbs, 
Bosnians anti Croatians in hopes of 
prcvenung any further bloodshed. 
The Serhwn attack on a market 
10 Sarajevo that left ovcr68 people 
European natton that seeminrly 
has the most to lose that took the 
forefront in proposing a plan. W1th 
the largest number of troops in 
Bosnia. a few months ago they 
were adamantly opposed tu .til} 
military action whatsoever. fear -
ing that any retaliation hy thci1 
fighting forces would result in a 
numhcr of French casultit•., 
At l'tA TO he.."W.Iqu.U1cr; m 'Jew 
mfantry from the 12.4 mile radius. 
Wh1le this resolution may seem 
m.c an empty tlm·at, as the many 
propo~ed air ~tnkc!> hcfore have 
Ol.!en, lhC 11:-.e of lcchnologu.:al SUr· 
vt•rllancc weapons gtvc the ap-
pcar.lfll'C rhat the United ~tates 
and till' Europc.m leader~ Jrc 
Willing to C1m1c logcthcrandputthcir 
lhl'lcn!lll't's ,l,idt' (II\\ lll k tllgctl~~:r to 
hopctull) ,,top the c.tmagc lor good. 
d.:"d w.ts the dnvmg lor;;cc;;,·l~'c;.;.'h;.:..ll;.;,ll;;,l ......,,:~~~~~~~~~~"~"?~•ill] 
tHe renewe<J thrcars an<J proposc(f 
air strikes. 
The air strikes. threatened if 
the Serbs do not remove their 
hea'y arullery thatts ms1dc 12.4 
miles of SaraJevo by February 20, 
are under the NATO command of 
British Lieut. Gen. Sir Michael 
Rose and Adm. Jeremy Boorda, 
head of the United States Euro-
pean contingent. The air strikes 
could take place as early as 12:0 I 
A.M. February 21. 
As witnessed by the past 22 
months, lighting is going nowhere. 
The Bosnians have a vast resource of 
infantry troops. and the Serbs have a 
vast resource of artillery, but neither 
side can do without the other. 
Ironically, it was France, the 
GIRLS! 
they continue to surrender thetr 
heavy artillery inside the 12.4 mile 
radius, but have cut a tical allow-
ing the weapons to remain in place 
rather than completely ret inquish 
ing them to be moved to a neutral 
area. 
Without stating it, the Bosn-
ians object to this, mainly because 
the weapons are not being moved, 
they are temporarily bei ng 
watched by the United Nations. 
The Serbians, also in exchange 
for the weapons' removal, called 
for Bosnian forces to remove its 
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College student invents toy 
that is becoming new fad 
Write the right resume 
Melis~a T[!L_ ___ _ 
Features Editor 
Most often, a resume is the only gauge a potential employer has 
to JUdge whether or not someone is worthy of an interview. For this 
very reason. it is important to present your information as clearly 
and precisely as possible. 
Diana Smith 
College Press Service 
Mark Forti had no idea two years 
ago that he was on the brink of 
discovering a remarkable new fly-
ing toy -- he thought he was just 
goofing off by making paper air-
planes in his apartment at Baylor 
University. 
"Basically l was avoiding 
homework," he said in explaining 
how the X-zylo, a gyroscope that 
can Oy twice t:he length of a football 
field when thrown, came to be 
marketed across the nation in toy 
stores for $6.95 to $8.95. 
His situation may seem ironic, 
considering that slacking off never 
pays off quite so handsomely for 
most people. but development of 
the X-zylo was more than just a 
fluke. 
"I've always been interested in 
air foils and other physical phe-
nomena," said Forti, who gradu-
ated last year. He had been study-
ing various air foil designs (part of 
an airplane, such as a wing, that 
provides lift and stability) for quite 
some time. and he was intrigued by 
the idea of coming up with a dif-
ferent technique. 
The curve of airplane wings 
fascinated htm in parttcular, and 
the X-1.ylo was born essentially 
when Forti dcctded to take a paper 
airplane wing and bend it to form a 
circle that picks up hfl after it is 
thrown and lltes in a level line. 
At 23 years old, Forti now is 
artner in ~lon with hi 
dad, own!. patents on the X-qlo 
and the national space industry is 
knocking on his door to find some 
scientific and technical applications 
for the gadget's d~ign. He has 
reao;on to believe that life is good. 
very good. 
But, Forti is quick to downplay 
the lucrative nature of his inven-
tion. He says the real challenge of 
a company is providing a product 
that customers are satisfied with. 
"Money is just a way or keeping 
score," Forti said. 
Tn its current fonn,theX-zylo is 
a thin plastic cylinder that mea-
sures 3.75 inches in diameter. 
weighs less than I ounce and looks 
something like a short soft-drink 
can with the top and bottom cut out. 
According to Forti, the X-zylo 
has a heavy gyroscopic rim at the 
leading edgeofthecylinder's body. 
When propelled forward, the heavy 
spinning rim allows the body to 
maintain its projected direction, and 
the rim's angular momentum seems 
to prevent the cylinder from nosing 
down in response to the force of 
gravity. 
That's the general flight prin-
ciple, although Forti admits no one 
is certain precisely why the gadget 
flies. After he invented the cylin-
der, he realized that the device was 
aerodynamically unique because it 
flew straight across the room of his 
apartment quite easily. "At that 
rime, I didn't realize that I had 
anything revolutionary; Ijustknew 
it was a very cool thing," he said. 
Foni tried other models with the 
same design and different materi-
als, getting flying devices that 
progressively improved with each 
step. He was taking a marketing 
class at the time and was supposed 
to come up with a marketing strat-
egy for a new product. He decided 
to design a marketing strategy for 
the X-zylo. His professor. Van 
Gray. gave him an A on the project 
and encouraged Forti to market the 
produot for \. 
l·irsl.l ·orli took his in vention to 
the Physics Department at Baylor 
to get a more technical explanation 
of the X-zylo's 11ight principles. 
Thedevicc bafOed the experts there. 
Then he showed the X-zylo to 
his dad, Bill Forti. then an execu-
tive at General Dynamics Corp. in 
Pomona, California. The X-zylo 
mystified the experts at General 
Dynamics as well. 
So the Fortis took the device to 
the nation's top experts at NASA's 
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Advanced Vehicle Division at 
Langley Research Center in Vir-
gima The X-zylo stumped NASA 
experts, too. and they're still work-
ingtotrytoexplain it because they'd 
like to use the concept in high-
altituderesearch aircraft or possibly 
in bStllistics. 
As a toy. the manner in which 
the X-z.ylo is thrown has a lotto do 
with how far it goes. The flying 
gyroscope has the potential of trav-
eling as far as 200 yards (600 feet), 
although IOOyardsislikelythebest 
distance to be gained on early tries. 
Frisbee enthusiasists have 
shown a lot of interest in the X-
zylo as the new toy of the l 990s, 
Forti said, although dogs won't 
have as much success in X-zylo-
throwing as they do in Frisbee-
throwing. 
"Dogs love to chase them, 
that's for sure. ft's just a question 
of whether they'll rough them up 
once they get them," Forti said. 
Because the gyroscopes arc made 
of thin plastic. they are easily 
punctured by the dog's teeth, and 
that factor doesn't make the X-
zylo the best possible canine toy. 
Currently, the X-zylo is being 
sold in toy stores in 35 states. 
Forti said he and his father, Wil-
liam Forti. are trying to get one of 
the major toy seller'> like Toys R 
Us to give X-zylo a try for na-
tional distribution. 
As for looking for employment, newspaper advcrtjsemems are 
always a good place to check, but do not underestimate the power 
of networking. 
Relatives. professors, friends who have graduated, and friends' 
parents arc all excellent networking opportunities. 
There arc many books out on the market to help students in 
creating a resume, however, following are a few simple guidelines 
which will facilitate creating a clear resume: 
-Make sure the cover letter and resume match, what the employer 
is looking for, specifically the career objccti ve listed on one's 
resume. 
- Education should be listed in reverse chronological order. 
Colleges should be listed along with location and degree or major. 
A GPA should only be listed if it is a 3.2 or above. 
-Like education. work experience should be listed in reverse 
chronological order. All jobs and any jnternships, even if they were 
unpaid, should be listed. Remembering to highlight the positive, 
explain duties at the job, but do not get too creative. Potential 
employers will see right through it. 
--Next, extracurricular activities such as sports and community 
service should be listed with an emphasis on leadership roles. 
--Have references ready upon request from the employer. lt is 
normally not necessary to include them with the resume unless the 
prospective employer specifically requests references. 
-· Personal information such as height. hair color and weight 
have no place on a resume. They arc basically irrelevant facts. 
--Finally, the cover letter should include several elementl>. First, 
tell the employer that you want to apply for the job. Next, tell the 
potential employer why he or she should bother to look at your 
resume and how you heard about the job. The cover letter should not 
only be short and to thepoinl. but also unique and flawlessly written. 
Not to be forgotten, the Cooperative Education Office can be a 
helpful tool in the resume writing process. 
Summit to focus on college p<J~llution 
College Press Service 
Universities and colleges waste 
millions of gallons of water and fuel 
every year while producing thousands 
of tons of toxic waste and carbon 
dioxide. environmental protection 
groups charge. In fact, the average 
student generates about 640 pounds 
of garbage a year. 
Yet:, there are many things that 
campuses could be doing to change 
their environmental policies in order 
to reduce waste and to encourage 
recycling efforts. 
That's the point of the Campus 
Earth Summit, scheduled for Febru-
ary J 8-20, at Yale University in New 
Haven, Connecticut. Students, faculty 
and administrators from more than 
125 campuses, including 17 foreign 
universities, will meet to craft a 
blueprint for environmental refonn. 
The summit marks the first time 
administrators will work with stu-
dents and environmental leaders to 
create campus gujdelines that can be 
replicated internationally. 
"From solid waste to radioactive 
waste,carnpuspoliciesreflectsociety's 
poor environmental practices," said 
Jeff Courey. chairman of the 1994 
Campus Earth Summit and Yale 
Student Environmental Coalition, 
host of the conference. 
Here are some examples of how 
campuses use resources and what 
some colleges have done to reduce 
the waste, according to the Student 
Environmental Action Coalition: 
-Only about5 percent of the 640 
pounds of waste produced by an av-
eragestudent is recycled. Paper makes 
up about40 to 50 percent or the waste 
stream. Yet. a University of Califor-
nia-Los Angeles recycling program 
saved an estimated 1,133 trees and 
200cubic yardsonandfill space in its 
ftrSt seven months of operation. 
Rutgers University in New Jersey 
recycles more than 32 percent of its 
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waste, saving more than $26,000 a 
year. Distributing reusable coffee 
mugs at Pots4m University in New 
York cut use of Polystyrene cups by 
58 percent. 
-The Sta(e University of New 
York's Buffalo campus generates 
more than 200,000 tons of carbon 
dioxide, seven tons per person, 
through its use of electricity. How-
ever. rcduci ng room temperature by I 
degree Fahrenheit saved 20,000 gal-
lons of fuel and $8,000 a year at 
Connecticut College. Yale 
University's switch from incandcs-
cenuo llourcsccnt lightingisexpected 
to save about $3.5 million over the 
next I 0 years. 
-The University of Mississippi 
uses up to 5 million gallons of water 
a day, and Brown University is the 
second largest userofwaterin Rhode 
Island. Research shows that "low 
flow" shower heads can save II 
million gallons of water annually. 
Meeting for students 
to study abroad in 
Mexico Monday, 
February 17 in 816. 
pummer study June 13-
July 22, 1994 
Earn 6-9 credit hours 
Two scholarships are 
available from the Office of 
Multicultural Affairs 
for mo in!o call Liz, 397-4371 
Departme-nt of Classical and 
Modem Languages and Cultures 
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Tales from other campus fronts 
Take a brief look at what's happening on other 
college campuses across the nation 
CHARLESTON, S.C. After a long court fight. 
Shannon Faul ~ncr li nally got to register and attend classes 
at The Citadel, an all male, state-supported institution. In 
mid-January, Supreme Court Chief Justice William 
Rchnquist denied a request by attorneys for The Citadel 
to delay a lower court ruling that allowed Faulkner to 
return to the academy. Arter 152 years of being an all-
male institution, Faulkner was the fi rst female to be 
admitted to the academy's day program. 
NEW HAVE N, CO. Jerry Ainsworth, a researcher 
at Southern Connecticut State University believes that the 
effects of love on health are vefy profound. Loving and 
being loved have mcasureablc physiological effects, most 
importantly the strengthening of the immune system. 
This can help to prevent many diseases, even cancer. X-
rays reveal that children'-. bones do not grow as fast or 
strong as they -.hould dunng periods of in which they were 
not lo\ed. A branch of study called 
"p!>ychoneurolmmunology" acknowledges the mind-bod) 
connection. When the spirit is suffering, destructive 
things. such a'> malignanctes. start happening in the body. 
BETHLEHEM, PA. A Lehigh University senior, 
Marc Gabriel. has developed an electronic newsletter 10 
help others .tffected with Lyme d1sease. L YMENET 
includes research findings and news stories about the 
disease that can be acces-.cd through a modem. The acute 
inflammatory disease causes joint pain. arthri tis, heart 
and neurological disorders. About 700,00 Americans are 
infectc<.l with the disease. 
SEATTLE, W A. Ahout 400 students got the chance 
to try to resolve global problems when Seattle Pacific 
Universit) hosted the Worh.l Game Workshops. During 
the three-hour work<.hop~. participants"' ere divided into 
populations and placed on a 35 by 75 foot map of the 
Earth. Problems that various teams struggled v.ith in-
cluded hunger. illiteracy. technology. health and eco-
nomi<.:l>. Th~ v.orkshop "-<iS promoted b) the World Gam' 
Institute. a non-profit research and education organization. 
BIG RAPIDS, MI.- The student newspaper staff at 
Ferris State Untver~it) published a nearl> blank edition to 
protest budget cuts that '"ould eliminate the school's 
journalism department. The 12-page edition contained 
only two small cartoons denouncing the cuts and an 
editorial explatning the blank pages. The blank edition 
showed the students what the university would be like 
without ajournaltsm program. The paper received some 
\.'!> ~\\..UOtl . ~ ;:,"'..o~u 
d\o"t-\de, 7.~1. tll,L.L,oN 
eJ>.f1Z.bOl-i d\o~\C:le ~d Hl~c~ 
~ "''w~tJ o~tdes .~,._._ 
e\..\Mit-~A+ed -eveRY 
'(c:JJ?. -eYeS woN't Notice 
-me diFFe~Z.et-ace. Just 
'(ov~ l.utlgS. ro.z_ 
~()(2.e VIAYS -\o heLP 
-\1-te eAfl.ttl1 CAU. 
I·PP>-LTSS-8887. 
cnticism, but response from the students has been mostl) 
positive. 
HANOVER, NH. Through a JOint venture spon-
sored by the Dartmouth Tucker Foundation and a Vennont 
clinic, premed student!\ arc researching how poverty 
makes the nat1on' s health-care problems even worse. The 
student's research is expected to show that early access to 
primary health cure. coupled with appropriate medication, 
can significantly reduce the overall costs of providing 
care. The research is being funded by a $5,000 Campus 
Contract grant. 
ANNAPOLIS, MD. Three retired admirals will 
investtgate a cheatmg scandal at the U.S. Naval Academy 
that could involve a large number of disciplinary cases 
against graduating sen1or-.. A year-long investigation 
fou nd that some midshipmen had ad,ance access to an 
electrical engineering test that was administered to 700 
students. School offictals arc "orktng on a process to 
hear all the cases to dctermme if individual<> did commtt 
a \'IOlatJon If violat1ons .tre not too serious. the) can 
recommend smne punishment short of dtsm1ssal. In more 
~erious cases students could face criminal charges and 
expulston. 
PHILADELPHIA, PA. A committee at the Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania has recommended that no disci-
plinary acllon should be 1<\~cn .tgainst a student who 
utters a rac1s1, sexist, or other politically mcorrcct com-
ment unless it is accompanied by a physical threat. The 
university decided to suspend enforcement of its existtng 
hate speech wde and replace it hy the end of the 1993-
1994 academic year \\ith some form of student mediation 
Th1s would move the issue :.n.,ay from a more elaborate 
legal system and bring it clo,,er to'' an.J-. a::.) stem of minor 
debatcs among student::.. fhe untversity became em· 
broiled in a divbive debate about free speech last year 
after a whitt' mak '-IUdent calkd hlad; women <otudems 
.. ater UIJa o " · ~a ' l ~ ' IC I 1a I 
noise late one night ncar hi~ dormitory room. 
CAMBRIDGE, MA.- Investigators are still work-
ing to determine who -.cnt a bomb to the home of Dr. Paul 
Rosenberg, a Harvard L niversit) Medical School facul ty 
member. When Rosenberg and hrs w1fe returned from a 
vacation. he received a package which contained two six-
inch pipe bombs. Rosenberg cut open the top of the box 
rather than opentng the !laps, which would have activated 
the bombs. Police said that the explosion would have 
killed anyone in the immediate vicinity. Investigators 
satd that they -;till don' t have any o;u-;pccts to date. 
PLEASONTON, CA. Chabot College's student 
govcrnmelll has donated $12,754 to keep the library open 
an additional I 0 hours every week. The hours of opera-
tion were cut<ls p<lrt of the 1993 budget reductiOns. Luis 
Molina, president or the Associate<.! Students of Chabot 
College said, "Budget cuts have affected not only our fees 
and opportuni tic~ as ~ tudcnts, but some of our valued 
service:-. we.: may have ta~en for granted." Last year, the 
student go\lcrnment at Solano College made a donation to 
~ecp open several !-.CCtiOO!-. ol umvcrsity transfer courses 
that had been scheduled lorcltm1nat10il because of budget 
cuts. 
DAYTON, 011. Fric Walls, assistant profe~sor at 
the Untvcrsllv ot D;lyton, presented hts findings that rap 
mus1cians dcsnthe the1r \\orld \Cry s1miliarly to ho"' 
W F B Du Bots did around the hcginning of the 20th 
centul) According to \Vau~. rap artists ... cc that they ltve 
1n a society\\ ith very dillerent value sy "tems like Ou Boi~ 
rccognuc<.l alnHht a ccntur > .tgu. Walls traced the idea of 
double-con<.:·iou,ness to DuBois, who wrote about former 
slaves stripped of their African heritage b) a Eurocentric 
society that then imposed 1ts OY. n \aluc system on them. 
Those who managed tn hold onto their Afrkan identit) 
had ro straddk two "-Orlds,l'rt'atmg a double conciousnc~s 
that let them scrutini;c cadi en' ironnH!nt according to 
Watts. 
CAl\IBRII>GE, M \., -- In eatly January. Harvard 
Uni' ersit) ,mnounc L'd the liHmatmn ol a "working group" 
to prolw l li1rvar d's 111 \lllvemcnt wtth 1 adiatinn e\pcrimcnts 
conducted h'r' 11.11 'ani sclclltlsb on humans in the 1940s 
and 1950!-., Also discuo,sl'd \\en.• the reports performed by 
the late Clemen-; B. Benda, .1 Han.trd Mcdi<.:al School 
proll:ssor, on rctardl~d 'itudenh at the F·ernald state -.chool. 
These rcpnrb \\Crc ,\mnng thn'e citt•d hy tlw mcdllt 111 
1\: VII 'IJ IICI I I Oil. Of W I Ul C I ~ 
cording ro c'(pcr1s who ha' e been rcvrewing rhe srudrr-.s. 
residents ol Fernald were led radtoactivc nulk nnd gi\ en 
radioacti\C 1100 supplement' but \\ere not told about the 
radtation. Reportedly. the re~idcnts were a""arded \\llh 
candy for their participation. According to offictals. the 
fact-find tng effort has been hindered because the docu-
ments were poorly maintained. 
Compilecl fmm staffand wire repom 
question of the week: ''What is your least favorite 
poHticiilly correct saying?" 
Nleelsa Petty 
Sophom ore 
"Beauty technician 
ins tead of hairdresser." 
Michelle Lamirand 
Senior 
"Not fat but calorically 
enhtuwcd ." 
Kim GUdehaus 
Freshman 
"Economically disabled. 
instead of poor." 
Brian Redmond 
Junior 
'A woman mannequin 
being called a 
womanquu1. 
Bob McManamy 
Freshman 
"Saying 'nice personality' 
instead of ugly." 
Ludo Vsinski 
Freshman 
'Nola d m g dealer but a 
pham1accutical 
distributor." 
-... 
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Wagner brings high art to Marinello 
M~sho L. WilsQn 
Enieralnmenl Editor 
lfyou missed Madonna's per-
formance in the 1988 production 
of David Mamct' sSpeed the Plov. 
which ran on Broadway,you have 
a second chance to sec it on Feb-
ruary 17 through 19 and 24through 
26 at8 p.m. 
Instead of Madonna, John 
Carroll University student. Megan 
Torok, will play the role of Karen. 
the temporary secretary. Instead 
of New York City, the location 
will be Marinello Theatre. Under 
tbe direction of debutante student 
director.JenruferWagner, you will 
probably receive an equally pro-
vocative performance. 
Wagner has subtitled Mamet ·s 
play "Satire on Hope and the Hu-
man Spirit in the Day of a Holly-
wood Executive." With this sub-
title, Wagnerbrillianllycapsulizes 
the play's limited plot. 
The premise of the "Satire" 
involves a would-be Hollywood 
producer (Jeff Walker) who must 
convince the head of production 
(Jim Driscoll) to finance his third 
rate, n movie for the popular audi-
ence. The executive holds two 
handicaps: a 24-hour-tirnc limit 
and a temporary secretary. 
The ''Satire" contains only three 
actors, three acLS and two venues. 
Because of its enclosed nature, 
Speed the Plow relics deeply upon 
intense language and intelligent 
word play (rather than extraneous 
action) to develop character 
psyche and theme. 
Crafty manipulation of lan-
guage typifies David Marnel's 
other chef d'ocuvres, such as 
Oceania and GlenganyGlen Ross. 
Often the starkness and 
minimalism of Marnet's dialogue 
strikes one as stylized or contrary 
to versimilitude. However, Jen-
nifer Wagner, views Mamet's 
dialogue as "hyper-real." To 
Wagner, the artful language of 
Marnet seems "surreal" because 
of its uncompromising commit-
ment to being completely real. 
W agncr fortuitously employed 
three experienced actors to adopt 
the cause of making Mamet work. 
Jeff Walker, playing Charlie Fox, 
JU'>l recently perfonncd ru. Huck 
Finn in John Carroll University's 
production of Bil? River. First-year 
c;tudent Megan Torok. playing 
Karen. ga1ned a plethora of expe-
rience in community theatres 
throughout Cleveland. Jim 
Driscoll. playing Bobhy Gould, 
acted two semesters ago in 
Grarulma Duck is Dead. another 
piece of student directing. 
Both Torok and Driscoll cite 
the same difficulties in accurately 
portraying their respective char-
acters. Torok attempts to approach 
her role with a certain amount of 
"depth" wanting from characters 
she played in the past. She be-
lieves that Marne! intended Karen 
to be "human;" ergo filled with 
conscious and subconscious clues 
to her motivations. 
Driscoll struggles to portray 
Bobby Gould, the type of Holly-
wood executive one would expect 
to find in the 1992 film Player. 
Superficially Gould concerns 
himself only with manufacturing 
relatively inexpensive movies with 
mega-stars for an inane audience. 
Lifestyles of the rich and naive 
Jim Rutman 
Staff Reporter 
What was the last time you 
heard the words "~mart'' and 
"n>mcdy" coupled togethcr'J H 
yt'u arc a mamstream Amcncan, 
However. Driscoll describes 
Gould ru. a man "pretending to be 
more shallow than he is." 
In h1s portrayal of Gould, 
Driscoll belies his characters de-
sire to dis-
guise his 
own"latent 
need to do 
something 
better for 
mankind." 
in blue. green. and gray outline the 
stage of Speed the Plow. These 
planks. askewed and angled. in-
vade the space of the Marinello 
audience creating a sensation of 
enclosure. 
collapse, and de-
generation. 
T h e 
I n 
addition to 
her talented 
and experi-
e n c e d 
actors, 
Wagner has 
t h e 
assistance 
of an 
equally tal-
ented and 
experienced 
technical 
staff. Of 
by David Mamet 
complexity of 
Speed the Plow 
attracted Wagner 
to attempt its 
performance for 
lhc John Carroll 
University Com-
munications 
Department. 
h e 
technical 
staff, Jim 
Parker is 
the man 
with three hats: assistant director, 
light designer. and set designer. 
Parker's creativity reveals it-
self in his multicolored, abstract, 
set llesign . Thirty wooden planks 
As a double 
major in English 
Literature and the 
Classics, she 
appreciates art and 
beauty for the sole 
end of art and 
beauty. Wagner 
believes that the 
"Satire on Hope 
and the Human 
Spirit in the Day 
of a Hollywood 
Executive'' will 
inspire its beholders to have an 
equally powerful longing for 
worthwhile art instead of the 
excretion manufactured for 
commercialism. 
Post-modern Bohemia 
_._...~~-~.liaD.~at.e \~Lbil> 
1\:flll ,.; f'on.:ig.11 111 )'(IU (\OIT) Air.• 
ard Channing and Donald Suther-
land). an opulent Upper East Side 
couple in New York City. Flan is 
a successful art dealer trying to 
coax a friend into contnhuting a 
few mlilion dollars towards a 
Cezanne. But the evening is dis-
ruplct ny Lhc sudden am va1 ot a 
charming. young hustler named 
Paul (Will Smith) who claims to 
have been mugged in Central Park. 
He presents himself as a Harvard 
schoolmate of the Kinredge's 
children and as Sidney Poitier's 
son. 
to another, relishing the opportu-
nity to present their unbelievable 
saga to their dimwitted. economi-
cally privileged cohorts. In the 
process they discover that Paul 
has seduced other Manhattan 
elile!i, and they lake it upon them-
selves1o Tina out who he really i!: 
and whathisenigmaticconspiracy 
is about. 
Miesha L Wilson 
Enterfalnmenf Editor 
larly admires Haitian, avant-garde 
artiSt Jean-Michel Basquiat whose 
monumental works were recently 
displayed at the Museum Of 
Contemporary Art in New York 
City under the patronage of Ma-
donna. 
Doubtftre fans). It is a term nor-
mally re~crved for dcscnbing ob-
scure, hyper-sophisticated, art-
house films. 
But hcd Schcpisi's poignantly 
witty Si:c Degree,\ of Separation is 
just such an anomaly 
To be more precise, this film 
version of John Guare's play is 
American, and iL is a comedy, but it 
would be inaccurate to label it 
mainstream. Schepisi has produced 
an unconventional social 
commentary that blends sali.re and 
yes, that dre<1ded clement that most 
movie-goers so desperately tear: 
literacy. 
The story traces the plight of 
Ouisa and Aan Kiuredgc (Stock-
This pleasant con man pro-
ceeds to woo the skeptical couple 
by musing about his father's 
struggle to tbc top, by discussing 
The Catcher in the Rye and by 
offering them parts in the upcom-
ing film version of Cats. But the 
kid is not all that he claims to be, 
he is not even partially what he 
claims to be. 
The Kitu·edges float from one 
pretentious aristocratic gathering 
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Schepisi succeeds in creating 
an off-beat. tongue-in-cheek pic-
ture that beams with originality. 
The tone is unique and makes this 
"smart comedy" difficult to pin-
point. But trus playful elusive-
ness magnifies its appeal. The 
til m 'space, sequential storytelling 
devices and long, impassioned so-
liloquies lend to its stage-like 
quality. 
The individual performances 
are vivid and colorful as in a 
theatre production. Will Smith 
(The Fresh Prince of Bel Air) is 
surprisingly adequate ( perhaps 
even quite good) as the charming 
and literate Paul. And Stockard 
Channing has come a long way 
since her stirring portrayal of 
Ritzo in Grease opposite the in-
comparable Jeff Conway. 
Channing's Ouisa is a delightful 
composition of dry wit and 
suppressed compassion. She has 
been rightfully nominated for a 
Best Actress Academy Award. 
The Litle Six Degrees of Sepa-
ration refers to a theory which 
states that every person on earth is 
separated from every other person 
by a chain of only six people. 
One simply has to find the 
correct six people to complete the 
link.. But the title is also alluding 
to the degrees of separation 
confronting present-day America: 
between the intelligent and stupid. 
rich and poor, homosexual and 
heterosexual. black and white, 
children and parents and 
appearance and reality 
Mae Moore makes intelligent 
music. The cloudy pictures of her 
face, covering her new CD 
Bohemia, belie her elfin and earthy 
smarts. InthetitlesongoftheCD, 
she moves dexterously between 
comments upon William S. 
Burroughs and John Coltrane, 
convincingly linking this unlikely 
couple. 
The northern neighbors of the 
United States discovered Mae 
Moore approximately ten years 
ago. She holds a position of minor 
stardom in Canada and has won 
several of their national music 
awards. 
Her mosic recently found a 
niche in the United States on the 
Adult Alternative Chart (Triple 
A) listed in Billboard magazine. 
Moore, continually becoming 
more popular, entered the chart at 
number 28 a month ago. 
Other artists likely to be located 
on the Triple A Chart are Mariah 
Carey, Joni Mitchell , and Melissa 
Etheridge. Despite the prevalence 
of women on Adult Alternative 
Charts, Moore despises being 
compared to women artists. Ob-
viously, she finds the feminine 
music genre limiting and insuffi-
cient to explain the differences 
amongst female musicians. 
The native Canadian cites an 
enormous range of influences 
beyond the feminlne and beyond 
the pale. Moore considers herself 
a complete artist of the Renais-
sance mold. She composes all of 
the lyrics to her songs and addi-
tionally plays guitar. 
As a painter, Moore particu-
Moore confesses that her poetic 
inclinations come from the 
iconoclastic beat poets Allen 
Ginsburg and Frank O'Hara. 
However. to Moore's credit, 
most of the direct references within 
her music tend to be toward the 
classical. For example, she has 
one ephemeral and beautiful song 
entitled Ophelia. 
One characteristic Moore does 
share with her female competitors 
is a commitment. to social causes. 
Moore herself writes in the credits 
of her CD that Bohemia is 
"dedicated to tne citizens of the 
world." 
Similar to Suzanne Vega (to 
whom Moore's husky, wruspcring 
voice could be most accurately 
likened), Moore donated her tal-
ents to an AIDS benefit concert 
The benefit, named the Kumbaya 
Festival, took place in Ontario last 
September. Several tlagsrups of 
the alternativ~: scene-Cowboy 
Junkies, The Tragically Hip. and 
the Church-performed along 
with Moore in Ontario. 
A month afterward, Moore 
participated in a food drive for 
homelessness in the alternative 
Mecca, Seattle. 
Moore begins her tour of the 
United States March. The Church 
will open for her. Despite her 
grumbling, she is sure to be in-
cluded in the liturgy of talented, 
alternative goddesses. 
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Knowledge equals power 
Annie Hummer 
Asst Prof·les Editor 
Some may call her tough. some 
may feel threatened by her power. 
but senior Manrice Lumpkin's ex 
perienccs at John Carroll Lmvcr 
sit} have provided her wuh a -;ohd 
foundation on which to grow 
"The phrase 'knowledge as 
power' may sound cliche. but if it 
were up to me, I would he in school 
forever," said Lumpkin, -.econd 
year president of Black Umtcd 
Students Assoc1aton. 
BUSA, fonned in 1989. is "a 
group of 50 or so black and some 
non-hlack students com miued to a 
social outlet on campus for African-
American students," according to 
Lumpkjn. 
"People have an image that we 
arc a separaust group, that blacks 
arc the only ones allowed. IL' s 
funny that the same claim wouldn't 
be made about the Irish Club, for 
example." 
Lumpkin's dedication to social 
rights of minorities and women, 
and to the cause of domestic vio-
len~;e, each play a role in her other 
involvements on campus. 
Lumpkin serves as a representa-
tive on the Student Issues Com-
mitteeofStudent Union, is student 
representative for the Advisory For 
the Jesuit Character of the Uni-
versity, and is a member of the 
Sexual Harrassment Committee. 
" I was raised by my mother and 
three older sisters in the heart of 
the Cleveland ghetto. Growing up 
Bob Sandrick 
Stoff Reporter 
Chris Margevicius is running 
late. 
The 26-ycar-old host and mu-
sic director of "The Sonrise 
Show," WUJC's early-morning 
Christian music program, rushes 
down the hall of the Recplex to-
ward the radio station. 
It is a rare event that 
Margevic ius is late for an airshifl. 
In fact, he has proven so reliable 
since geuing the friday 6 a.m. to 
8 a.m. slot back in 1990, that two 
years ago he was appointed music 
director of the morning program. 
"The Sonrisc Show" is on 
WUJC FM, Joh n Carroll 
UniveNt) 's radio station. five 
mornings a week and lcatures five 
different disc jockeys. including 
Margcvicius. 
Margevicius first because in-
volved with ''The Sonrise Show" 
completely by chance. In 1989 he 
was a senior at Cleveland State 
University and a regular listener 
ofthe program, which has been on 
WUJC since 1983. One morning 
he called to make a request am.l 
learned that the disc jockey on the 
air was also a CSU student. 
"I was really surprised to find 
out that there were so many non-
student staff members - people 
who had nothing to do with JCU 
- here at the station ," said 
Margevicius. 
Margevicius became interested 
in being an announcer and trained 
in my household. 11 was hard not 
to be outspoken," sa1d Lumpkin 
Being a pan of the mmority 1s 
a constant challenge, but Lumpk1n 
uses the knowledge she has gained 
at JCUto understand the moth·a· 
uon of her professors and admin-
ic;trators. When Lumpkin has. a 
disagreement with anyone. she 
.I .. • . r 
Nothing ~cems to:.top Lumpkin 
from striving to uchiev c her goals. 
She is always on the move and 
tends to focu-; her cnerg1e' on the 
positive She spent one summer 
studying 111 wa,hmgton D.C. and 
another in ~1cx1co " I loved the 
Mexican people. When they 
looked at me 11 wa ... not because I 
was an outcast, 
hut because I 
\vas a novelty, 
different from 
them," said 
I umpkin. 
.,,._ .••.. ·.·1 
....... - I umpkin' s goals a ftcr 
graduation in 
May include at-
tcndmg Clark-
Atlanta Univer-
sity 1n Georgta. 
She plans on 
Martrice Lumpkin 
immediately heads for the library 
to discover what in history has 
caused institutionalized racism, 
what in society can be changed, 
and how she herself can imple-
ment those changes. "Empower-
ment comes from knowledge. To 
me that means having the strength 
to do what you set out to do, to 
achieve, succeed. I know who 1 
am. Harsh sneers and comments 
ro.ll right off my back." 
for six weeks at WUJC, which is 
all the broadcasting training he 
has ever had. However, he actu-
ally does very little announcing 
on his show. The music, contem-
porary Christian music, is what 
is important on Margevicius' 
show. 
In fact, Margevicius, a devout 
Catholic, doesn't think he would 
be involved in radio at all if he 
had to play a style of music other 
than Christian rock. "It would be 
hard for me, I know. to play music 
that would have views that are 
different than mine," he said. 
At one time, Margevicius en-
joyed mainstream. secular rock 
music . but his musical tastes 
slov\ ly changed. "I realited that 
there were a lot of negauve mes-
sages in a lot of toda)' 's contem-
porary music-a lot of oven and 
covert sexual innuendos. JUSt a 
lot of negativity." 
Famil y is important to 
Margevicius. He is the youngest 
of 12 children, and it was a couple 
of his older brothers who lirst 
challenged his interest in main-
stream rock music, and suggested 
he try listening to Christian rock. 
He also credits hls mother for the 
religious faith he has today. 
"My mother is very strong in 
herfruth,andsoit was very natural 
and easy for me to accept," said 
Margevicius. 
While Margevicius received 
his religious faith from his 
mother, he gets his livelihood 
t .. 
takmg graduate 
courses 10 the 
field of interna-
~~..""1"' \t.:alu"' tJOnal develop-
ment at the hiS-
torically black 
college. She hopes to help de-
velop programs which will teach 
literacy and improve society. 
" If I had gone to an all black 
college[ for undergraduate study], 
I would be the same naive person, 
thinking everyone is inherently 
good and that life is great. JCU 
has put more of a realistic outlook 
on my life. If I had to do it all over 
again, I would be right back here 
at John Carroll." 
from h1s father, Joe. Chris is 
slowly taking over his father's 
carpentry business, and is using 
his degree in business manage-
ment from CSU to help modern-
ize the business. 
Right now, Margevicius has 
no aspirations of pursuing a career 
in commercial radio. 
Maegevicius said, "From my 
understanding of commercial 
raido, there's very little freedom 
as to what you can do as far as 
playing music. I like what I do 
Bob &ndn~l 
Chris Margevicius 
because I do it the way I want to do 
it." 
However, Mike Carswell, a 
former JCU student who founded 
the "TheSonriseShow," believes 
Margevicius is talented enough to 
become a professional disc jockey. 
"He brings some freshness, 
some fun, as well as JUSt a true 
11 
Spotlight 
Name· Paul Sav1ano 
Year: Senior 
Hometown. Indianapolis. 
IN 
\1ajor: Economic" 
Nicknames: So.w. Sa\'ie 
Interests: Gomg to mov-
ie.c; (only good ones). eat-
ing lots of food. sleepmg 
FaYorite food: Beef Stro-
ganoff 
Favorite mo\·ie : 
Goodfel/as 
Favorite book: "Whert' 
the Red Fern Grows, it':. a 
real nice story." 
Favorite actor: Harrison 
Ford 
Favorite singer: Boh 
Marley 
Best place you've ever 
been: "I was in Rome for 
a year, and it was incred-
ible to sec a city so large 
and ancient." 
Favorite animal: "The 
Great White Shark, be-
devotion to the mustc that he'~ 
involved in," said Carswell. "A 
lot of times you have people 
who are involved in Christian 
radio who may have the desire, 
the will, but just lack the talent. 
But, Chris has the talent as well 
as the zeal and the desire to do 
what he's doing." 
Margevicius enjoys his work 
c 
K 
5 
7529 Mentor Ave 
Mentor 
975-9570 
Altemative, Rap, 
Techno, T-Shirts 
('<lUSt' it :o.JWnds half ol its 
life eating and the other half 
looking for food." 
Pet ~\·es: "Anything my 
roommates do, trumping 
yourpanner's ace incucher, 
guys with shon hair on top 
and long hair in back, and 
other guys touching my 
pillOW!.." 
Best thin~ about JCU: 
small classes 
Worst thing about JCU: 
the tuition 
Political b elief: "Bill 
Clinton is a better person 
than Rush Limbaugh. Ro-
nald Rcngun. and 
George Bush combined." 
Goal: to be an international 
hanker 
What you see yourself 
doing in 20years: "1'11 have 
my own fishing show on 
Sunday mornings." 
Motto: "Procrastination is 
the mother of mvention" 
at WUJC. partly because he feels 
that what he 1s d01ng can make a 
difference in people's lives. 
"Christian radio is imponant," 
says Margevicius. "It's a very easy 
and accessible way to reach people 
who have not heard the Gospel mes-
sage. Music is a very common 
ground for many people.lt's a way to 
reach people." 
$7.98 Cassette 
$12.98 CD 
ENIGMA 
$8.98 Cassette 
$13.98 CD 
Mazzy 
Star 
$8.98 Cassette 
$12.98 CD 
. . ... ' 
: ~1-:;/ 
I 
~ 
"" ..... .... ,. ...... .. __ _., ... ,.   
Beastie 
Boys 
$6.48 Cassette 
$9.98 CD 
A.L.T. 2248 Lee Road, 
Cleveland Heights 
321-3755 
Metal, Rock, 
Comic Books, T-Shirts 
, 
-... 
-
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AK"¥ to follow National Charter 
J~__onifeLE.JY 
Stvff Reporter 
members on Carroll's campus. 
Therefore. when their charter was 
reviewed, it was suggested that 
they either revise their charter or 
become a social fraternity. They 
chose to become D elta 
students Into a professional 
business environment that would 
benefit the JCU community 
through educational and volunteer 
activi ties," said Abdallah. 
business minors or simply business 
minded. were not invited. This 
decision was not intended to be 
discriminatory, but according to 
the Alpha Kappa Psi national 
charter, only those 
Alpha Kappa Psi Professional 
Busi ness Fraternity was 
established in 1904. At that time, 
the ten founders declared the 
objectives of the organization to 
be. ·'To further the individual 
welfare of its members; to foster 
scientific research in the fields of 
commerce, accounts and finance; 
to educate the public to appreciate 
and demand higher ideals therein; 
and to promote and advance in 
institutions of college rank courses 
leading to degrees in business 
administration'' (Official Bylaws 
Article U, Section I). 
Kappa Psi, a soc ial 
fraternity. 
Alpha Kappa Psi is 
currently being run under 
a new set of officers who 
have dedicated 
themselves to pursuing 
"Our objective in restructuring 
Alpha Kappa Psi is to integrate 
students into a professional 
business environment ... " 
pursuing or intending to 
pursue a business major 
can become members 
(Offic ial Bylaws 
Article V. Section I Oa). 
The exception to this 
law occurs when an 
Theseobjecti ves were not being 
upheld by the A lpha Kappa Psi 
Alpha Kappa Psi's 
objectives as stated in the official 
bylaws. Rosie Abdallah, Andrea 
Lober, and Michelle Thomas are 
the new leaders of the organization. 
"Our objective in restructuring 
Alpha Kappa Psi is to integrate 
Co-Op and 
Internship Opportunities 
• Various Accounting Internships with local CPA finns. 
Part-time. $6.50-7 .50/hour 
• Accounting Clerk with Standard Products. Becoming 
fu ll-time in summer, possible career opportunities. 
$7 .50/hour. 
• Credjt Correspondent with Sherwin Williams. 
Becoming fu ll-time in summer. $7/hour 
• Various logistics positions available, including one 
manager trainee position. $6/hour 
• Custom~r Service Representive for Progrt:ssivc 
Companies. Evenings and weekends. $9.42/hour 
• Credit Authorizer for Sears, Roebuck and Co. 
$6.50/hour 
Anyone interested in writing for Tlze 
Carroll Nervs business page, please see 
Joanne Mosser or Mike Covey in the CN. 
Wednesday, February 9, the 
first Alpha Kappa Psi meeting took 
place. The publicity for the 
meeting encouraged all business 
majors to attend. Many questioned 
why others, such as those who are 
individual who is not 
declaring a business major 
receives a recommendation from 
the regional director and approval 
from the Executive Committee. 
The student must "demonstrate 
minimum understand i ng of 
School of Business 
up for five year 
accreditation revie-w 
Rochelle M. Ticknor 
Staff Reporter 
On Sunday, February 20, 
representatives from the American 
Assembly of Collegiate Schools 
of Business (AACSB) will arrive 
at John Carroll to begin a three-
day review of the School of 
Business for accreditation 
The AACSB is an agency made 
up of universities in America whose 
business programs have been 
acknowledged as outstanding. 
Representatives from Brigham 
Young, William&Mary, ViUanova, 
and Loyola of Chicago will be 
conducting the evaluation of John 
Carroll's School of Business. This 
year, the.Departrnentof Accountancy 
will undergo additional examination 
in order to achieve a special 
accreditation that is currently held by 
only I OOuniversities with accounting 
programs. 
The School of Business was 
first granted AACSB accreditation 
in 1988 for its MBA and BSBA 
programs and is required to 
undergo a reevaluation eve;Y five 
years to maintain the distinction. 
O f the 1300 colleges and 
universities offering a business 
education, JCU i~ one of only 29 
business schools in the United 
States and Canada to hold this 
widely respected distinction. 
AACSB accreditation gives JCU 
of Business offers a top-quality 
education. 
W hile i n Clevel and , the 
representatives from the AACSB 
will have the opportunity for 
frequent interaction with students 
from the School of Business. 
Business students have been asked 
to aetas tour guides for the visitors 
by driving them to and from their 
hotels and escorting them to 
various locations around campus. 
Dr. Frank Navratil, Dean of the 
School OfBusiness, said that he is 
proud of the students and that the 
interaction will give the AACSB 
the opportunity to see the kind of 
quality students the School of 
Business generates. 
business philosophy. with right of 
appeal to the Board of Directors" 
(Official Bylaws Article V, 
Section I Oa). 
If it were up to the new officers, 
everyone who was interested in 
upholding the charter's objectives 
would be invited to join the 
organization. The new leaders do 
not w ish to discriminate, but they 
are bound by their national charter. 
"We would like to be able to invite 
everyone who is interested to join 
Alpha Kappa Psi. Unfortunately, 
the national charter only allows 
current and prospective business 
majors to join," said Thomas. 
EVENTS 
Economics Association 
is sponsoring Alumni Sharing 
Night with Economics Grads 
in jobs ranging from 
Stockbrokers to Prosecutors 
and much more. Wednesday, 
February 23 from 7-9PM in 
the Jardine Room. All are 
invitedtoattEmd. Casual attire. 
Informal question/answer 
session fol lows b rief 
speeches on their job 
responsibilities and available 
internship possibilit ies for 
undergraduates. 
American Marketing 
Association 
has invited Rick DeChant and 
Gus Skalkos from Liggett-
Stashower to speak about 
careers in Public Bel~ 
and MYmiiD.n.9. Thursday, 
March 3, at 5PM in AD226. 
elections: 
Tuesday, February 22, 8pm 
The School of Business 
will be sponsoring their Spring 
Sports Spectacular on April 
24. Softball and Volleyball 
games will be held. 
Society of Human 
Resource Management 
A speaker will be coming at 
the end of March to talk 
about Human Resource as 
a profession. Date and time 
to be announced. 
elections: 
Elections will be held at the 
end of April. 
LSAT 
GMAT 
GRE 
MCAT 
Japanese Finance course gives 
students global perspective 
U you're serious about getting high test scores, 
call The Princeton Review at: 
216-360-0100 
MCAT starts 2/19 
THE 
Kerri Kutz,_ ______ _ 
staff Reporter 
Last semester, the finance 
department took on an 
international scope when it offered 
a course in Japanese Business 
Finance. The seminar class was 
taught by Dr. Raj Aggarwal, lhe 
Mellen Chair and a Professor of 
Finance. 
The focus of the course was the 
Japanese economy, which was 
studied in several dimensions. 
Students analyzed Japanese 
financial markets, corporations, 
and major business issues faced 
by management. D ifferences 
between the United States and 
Japan involving the ways that each 
country does business were 
examined. The past was addressed 
as '>Veil as the present. Members 
of the class were asked to explore 
Japan's rapid rise in the economic 
world, as well as those factors that 
have led to the current recession in 
that country. 
course materiaJ and he is writing a 
book about Japanese Business 
Finance. In addition, he invited 
several people with Japanese 
experience to speak 
to t'he class. As a 
result, the members 
of the class were 
given a better 
perspective on the 
Japanese economy. 
Due to all these 
T he course 
also involved 
case work on the 
internat i onal 
level. T hese 
cases focused on 
such issues as 
mergers. joint 
ventures, and 
research projects 
which looked at 
some aspect of 
Japanese tinance 
in-depth. Dr. Raj Aggerwal 
components, 
finance students 
who took the class 
were able lo expand 
their knowledge of 
international 
Dr. Aggarwal has a great deal 
of personal experience with the 
Japanese economy, having worked 
10 Tokyo. He has published several 
articles which were part of the 
markets. Not only did the course 
teach a great deal about Japanese 
finance. it gave the students a better 
understanding of the financial 
world in this country as well. 
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Cagers claim at least 
share of first in 0 A C 
Randy Loeser 
Stoff Reporter 
John CarroJrs three senior 
captains turned in Academy 
A ward performances as they 
played their final regular season 
home game Saturday in a 84-80 
victory against Otterbein. 
John Bufford captured the Best 
Leading Perfonneraward. playing 
possibly the bestgameofhis illus-
trious career; Keith Hocevar and 
Kevin Neitzel split the award for 
Best Supporting Perfonner, each 
making major contributions as the 
Blue Streaks captured at least a 
share of the Ohio Athletic Con-
ference Championship; and head 
coach Mike Moran received Best 
Director, leading the Streaks to 
their first winning season in four 
years. 
John Bufford's competition for 
best leading perfonner was long 
time rival and the OAC's eighth 
all-time leading scorer Nick 
Gutman. 
Gutman, who played all but 
one minute on Saturday, scored 
23 points and pulled down 8 re-
bounds. But it was not enough as 
Bufford's consistent play, along 
with 26 points and 4 assists, again 
proved why he is regarded as the 
best guard in the OAC. 
"I think this was my biggest 
game atJ ohn Carroll. In the locker 
room I started to get mentally fo-
cused about this being my last 
home game. I knew I had to step 
up my game, bring it up to another 
level," said Bufford. "I also take 
playing Gutman as a personal 
chaJJenge since we've been com-
peting for leading scoring honors 
for the past two seasons.'' 
Bufford's supporting seniors, 
Keith Hocevar and Kevin Neitzel, 
again played major roles in hold-
ing off the scrappy Cardinals. 
Hocevar came up big, scoring I I 
of his IS points in the second half, 
7 in the final 8 minutes. 
Although the Cardinals kept 
the game close and were within 
two points of tying in the final 
minute, Hocevar knew the Streaks 
had the game in hand. 
"This team isthetypethatbends 
but doesn't break. Other teams 
think they have us against the 
ropes, but we have quality players 
that get the job done," said 
Hocevar. 
Hocevar's counterpart, 
Kevin Neitzel, gave his sup-
port on the defensive end, 
blocking 3 shots and coming 
up with 4 steals. 
Neitzel's role of coming off 
the bench as a defensive stopper is 
one that he has not only accepted, 
but has excelled at. 
"Defense, especially blocking 
shots, is what I pride myself on," 
said Neitzel the OAC's leading 
l ady Streaks prevail 
Randy Loeser 
Stoff Reporter 
The John Carroll womens 
basketball team had a player from 
Chicago named Jordan in its line-
up for the first time this season. 
No. Micheal Jordan did not 
enroll for classes this spring. in-
stead Freshmen guard/forward 
Bridget Jordan made the most of 
her ~tarung assinment, helping 
lead the Blue Streaks to a 90-58 
victory over Heidelberg on Tues-
day Night. 
Jordan, playing for the injured 
Lori Neider(sprained ank le). 
scored 14 points and pulled down 
8 rebounds in 32 minutes of work. 
" J was very nervous to get the 
start, which showed when I 
"bricked" my first lay-up. I knew 
I had to relax and just keep shoot-
ing," said Jordan. 
Jordan's other freshmen team-
mates, Deanna Bahhur and Jodi 
Hartley, helped take control of the 
game. Bahhur scored a game high 
19 points and pulled down 8 re-
bounds while Hartley, starting only 
her sixth game this season, added 
4points and 4 assists. It was Hartleys 
assist to Jordan with I 6:1 1 to play that 
led to an ll to 4 run. 
That sealed the Carroll win. 
The Blue Streaks were also paced 
by Guard Darlene Sheehan ( 18 
points,6 assists), forward Cindy 
Shumaker( l4 points) and center 
Sue Zidanic(l 0 points, I 0 re-
bounds). Heidelberg was lead by 
Vicky Mahl (14 points, 8 re-
bounds)andPam Price( 14points). 
Head <;oach Roxanne Allen was 
pleased with the teams overall 
perfomance. particuarly that ofhcr 
freshmen. 
·'Our freshmen give us a great 
deal of enthusiasm and hustle." 
~aid Allen ... 1 feel the real bless-
ing or youth is ignorance. since 
these players JUSt come to play 
and don't won)' about anything 
else. They've had to step up and 
fill in. We arc a better team now 
then we were at the start of the 
season." 
The Blue Streaks, who host 
conference champion Capital 
University on Saturday, need to 
beat the Crusaders in order to se-
cure the second seed in the Ohio 
Athletic Confernce Champion-
ships. Coach Allen is hoping a 
confident Capital team comes to 
play on Saturday. 
"We have nothing to lose in 
this game. Capital already has 
clinched the top seed, and we ex-
pect them to be a little over con-
fident and cocky. We know we 
have to beat them in order to gain 
home court for the play-offs and 
not have to play them (until the 
championship), "said Allen. 
"We have been down at times 
this season, and we've been able 
to work through some adversities 
and injuries, but this team has a lot 
of character and is playing together 
as well as any team." 
shot blocker this season with 33. 
Moran. whose direction has let! 
the Streaks to the second best 
record in school history, called 
the perfonnancc of his seniors 
"gutsy" and was proud oft he teams 
overall effort. 
"These kids have worked hard 
all season. We could have lost our 
composure, but these are good 
people and good players who know 
that they have to step it up in a big 
game," said Moran. 
John Carroll's supporting cast 
also played major roles; Sopho-
more guard Bronson Cudgel, who 
hit three 3-point field goals in 
the first half, fini shed with 15 
points and seven assists, while 
junior forward Shannon 
Vickers scored 6 points in the 
final five minute.s to help seal 
the Carroll victory. 
Junior David Tucker soars for two in last weekend's victory 
over Otterbein. 
John Carroll. which has a two 
game lead over Baldwin-Wallace 
and Otterbein going into last 
night' s game againsr Heidelberg, 
clinched at least a tie for the con-
ference championship. However, 
being Co-Champions will not be 
good enough for this team said 
Bufford. 
"We want to win the champi-
onship outright. We do not want to 
be co-champions; our goal is to win 
our final game and come out on top." 
Picked to finish third by the 
coaches and fourth by the media, 
the Blue Streaks first place finish 
exceeded the teams preseason 
goals. 
"We were just trying to better 
last years record. As things started 
to fall in place, we started to say, 
'why not us this year?'" said 
Moran. "l couldn't be more de-
lighted with these kids." 
'This is a great feeling," said 
Neitzel. "I t's about time that we 
can get back at all the teams that 
beat us before." 
John Carroll finsihes the regu-
lar season on Saturday in Cotum-
IISIIJI OPPICIII' 
SUMMER SCHOOL 
bus against Capital. The Streaks 
beat Capital earlier this year 87-
74, as Shannon Vickers tossed in 
23 points and Davtd Tucker pulled 
down a career high 12 rebounds. 
Carroll will then host the first 
round of the playoffs on Wednes-
day February 23 against an op-
ponent 10 be detcnnined. 
Forlhesecondconsecutive year 
the city of Canton will serve as 
host to the OAC tournament 
championships. The Blue Streaks 
will enter the tournament as the 
numher one seed. 
ON THEm WAY TO THE TOP. 
If you didn't sign up for ROTC as a By the time you have graduated from 
freshman or sophomore, you can still college, you'll have the credentials of 
catch up to your classmates by i an Army officer. You'll also have 
attending ~Y R?TC Camp Chal- !he self-confidence and discipline 
lenge, a patd sue-week summer tt takes to succeed in college and 
course in leadership training. beyond. 
liMY ROTC 
For details, visit 2nd Floor of the RecPlex or call 
397-4421 
---
·-
14 SPORTS 
Swimmers favored in 
OAC Championships 
Jamie Auricchio 
Stoff Reporter 
MattLenhart'sbouncingagain. 
Every February, Lenhart, John 
Carroll's Swim Coach stands on 
the end of the one meter diving 
board in Johnson Natatorium and 
just bounces. Not just a couple 
limes, but hundreds, thousands of 
times. 
"I'm thinking," he says. Em-
barrassed, he gets down off the 
board and goes hack to his office. 
About what? 
"J ust...thinking." 
Since coming to Carroll hjs 
defeats in theOACcan be counted 
on one finger, "We lost to B-W, 
once." As the 1994 OAC 
championships begin today, the 
chances of a loss by Carroll are 
low. Nolowerthanthechancesof 
losing a superbowl four limes or 
falling in Olympic speed skating 
twice, but low. "We'd have to 
swim really, really bad; they would 
have to swim really, really well." 
Lenhart said. 
The team has won the Confer-
ence title every year since Carroll 
joined it in 1989, the nearest 
competition has been consistent: 
consistently I 00 poims behind in 
the big meet. 
But the league is getting faster, 
"BW and Mount are geuing bet· 
ter, they both have a lot more 
depth than in the past,'' Coach 
Lenhart along with Assistant 
Coach Dave Stump have har-
vested what appears to be the 
deepest team in the conference, as 
well as the fastest. 
The "Len and Stumpy" show 
(as the two like to call the team), 
features stars like Jim Petkunas, 
ranked thirteenth in the nation in 
the I 00 fly; Eric Rapp, ranked 
thirteenth in the nation in the 100 
back; Ashley Maurer, ranked 34 
in the 500 free. Special guests 
include: Jim Cullen, ranked first 
in the IOObreastintheOAC; Rich 
Farkas whose first in the confer-
ence in the 50 free; Rosalyn 
Valentino ranked first in theOAC. 
But the depth is key. Behind 
each star there's a supporting cast: 
In the fly, there's MikeBezila. In 
the breast there's Craig Haran. In 
the back, Jay Donato. In freestyle 
events DaveToth steps in. For the 
women, Trisch Robbins leads in 
buuerlly events, and Laurie Car-
rier backs her up. The freestyle 
events are split by Maria 
Montalbano and Laura Gerken but 
Lauren Colaizzi backs them up 
for valuable points. Backstroke is 
led by Michelle Saunier and next 
comes Marlo Kloba. Kate Ortleib 
backs up Valentino in the breast 
No matter the stroke, the Blue 
Streaks have two solid back ups 
for every first plate finish. 
'The thirds and fourths are just 
as important as the firsts in this 
sport; there's scoring for every 
finisher." Lenhart leans back as he 
says this, and puts his feet on his 
desk. the same desk that has his 4 
"Coach of the Year" awards and 
his ten championship trophies on 
it. 
God knows what he's think-
ing when he bounces on that board. 
He could be reminiscing about 
Joe Turi's national championships, 
or last year's women 's 400 free 
relay, the one the women lost by a 
tenthofasecond. Maybe it'sthe 
1650 of four years ago, the one 
Ross Me Callister, a chubby scrub 
from Pittsburgh who hedidn' t even 
recruit, won by one hundreth of a 
second. Last year Me Callister, a 
senior, was OAC swimmer of the 
year. 
Maybe he's thinking of the 
future. Someone must have no-
ticed what a job he's done by now, 
someone like Bowling Green, his 
Alma Mater. 
The record board has been re-
written, recruits keep coming in 
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Streaks 
John Bufford 
Last week Bufford made 
his 1 OOth start for the bas-
ketball team and led them 
to a 84-80 victory over 
Otterbein and share of the 
conference championship. 
In two games last week 
Bufford scored 48 points 
and was rewarded with 
being named OAC Player 
of the Week. 
and the OAC trophies that come at 
the end of tbe year bave become 
just an insignifigant consequence 
of it all. 
Maybe he· s thinking that four 
of his swimmers are within range 
of joining two divers, Sean 
Flahherty and Frank D' Angleo in 
qualifying for Nationals, or that 
of the week 
Scott Eisenmann 
The senior wrestler 
came one Step closer to 
contention for nationals as 
he had a spectacular show-
ing last welekend at the 
OAC duals. He won all 
five of his matches at 134 
pounds, including three by 
major decision and one by 
technical fall. He is now 
24-9 on the year. 
the me.n' s team has a chance to 
win every event in the champion-
ships for the first time. Maybe 
he's thinking of the ISO recruit 
calls he's made since May. 
But he's bouncing again, and 
thinking, and for some reason 
that's when his team is the most 
dangerous. 
~~~-Ca~~oll w;restlers dominate OAC duals 
·-
--
Mike Warbel ____ _ 
Staff Reporter 
Thjngs are coming together at 
the right time for what has been a 
young Blue Streak wrestling team. 
The grapplers solidified their 
standing for the conference tour-
nament with an impressive 6-0 
showing at last weekend's OAC 
Duals meet. 
"It was a tall order to go down 
and win them a11," said Coach 
Kerry Volkmann. His team did it 
though, taking on Ohio Northern, 
Mount Union and Heidelberg, the 
conference's top contenders, con-
secutively in day two of the com-
petition. 
The key showdown of tbe 
weekend was the Mount match. 
The Streaks were looking to im-
prove upon their 23-20 victory 
over the Raiders two weeks ago, 
and came out on top again. This 
lime the score was closer, 18-16, 
but Volkmann felt that each indi-
vidual improved. '1t was a very 
close match, but I think we made 
progress in a11 those duals," he 
commented. 
In other matches the Streaks 
shut out Capital (48-0) and 
Muskingum (49-0). They shocked 
cross town rival Baldwin Wallace 
38-6, winningeightoftenmatches. 
They also downed Ohio Northern 
John Carroll Univemty Oep;artment of Communie<ation.s 
praenta ... 
~J)EEP-
TUE-
})LOW 
by David Mamet 
J<>hn Carroll Umvcraity'.s .\\anndln Lillie Th.,atre 
Feb. lt-1&-19, 24~:.!5-26, 1994 . .8 P~\ ((;;)11397-4428) 
(26-1 0) and Heidel berg (26-15) 
convincingly, twooftheconference' s 
highly regarded teams. 
The championship is a con-
tinuation of John Carroll's five 
year dominance in theOAC. Since 
the Streaks entered in 1989 they 
havecompileda33-l dual match 
record, all underVolkmann'slead. 
Individually , seniors 134 
pounder Scott Eisenman (24-9) 
and 158 Chris Conne11y (22-9), 
priming for a national tournament 
run, both were 5-0. Conne11y in-
cluded two pins. Volkmann of-
fered on his team leaders, "Scotty 
continues to have a real fine sea-
son and Chris is back wrestling 
better than he has in some time." 
Both are expected No. 1 seeds for 
the national qualifying OAC 
tourney. 
Sophomores Matt Collucci (23-
1 I season, 5- I tournament), Jason 
Kessen (27-10, 4-1) and Andy 
Worst (19-12, 4-2) also continue 
to come of age. Collucci is 
building a classic rivalry with 
Mount Union freshman Dan 
Ambroziak at 126 pounds. 
Ambroziak bested him again 3-1, 
a closer margin than the 6-0 loss 
he took two weeks ago. "He's 
(Ambroziak) a rremedous adver-
sary for Matt,'' said Volkmann. 
"Doth of these guys are AII-
Amcm:an caliber. lt' s going to be 
a question of Malt executing what 
he doc" a little better than 
Amhrotiak." Both Jrc c\pected 
natiOnal 4Uillilicrs 
Kessen. 150 pounds, was sur-
prised by Northern's Rick 
Mockros 9-1 in his only loss of the 
weekend. '1 don't think Jason 
was totally sharp," Volkmann ex-
plruned. ''When you wrestle six 
duals in a weekend sometimes 
things like that occur." Volkmann 
still expects his team leads in vic-
tories to be in the running for a 
No. 1 seed at the tournament. 
Outside of bis loss to Mockros, 
Kessen won three of his four vic-
tories by major decision. Worst 
also had an impressive showing in 
the tournament at 167. llis losses 
were to a national qualifier from 
ONU and the expected No.2 tour-
nament seed from Heidelberg in 
overtime. "Andy had a very 
competitive tournament. He has a 
legitimateshot(attheOAC),"said 
Volkmann. 
Two pleasant surprises for the 
Streaks were the emergance of 
heavyweight John McGuire and a 
possible solid 142 pounder, Chad 
Connelly. McGuire, who has 
battled size more then anything, 
put together an impressive 5-I 
weekend, losing his only match 5-
3 in overtime. The loss was to 
Mount's Jason Weigand who 
pinned McGuire in theearlierdual. 
McGuire was stuck for two stall-
ing points or he could have been 
6-0. Connelly. on the other hand 
coulu be the man the Streaks are 
looking for at 142 to !ill injured 
Ke\in Reeds shoes. "Chad made 
a lot of sacrifices and went through 
some patns to get there. I would 
sa) he can h(' a darkhorsc and 
make things happen," said 
Volkmann. Connelly was 4-2 on 
the weekend. 
One tragedy for the Streaks on 
the weekend was the possible loss 
of 190 pound senior Sean Pelleri te 
(24-9). Pellerite turned in a 4-1 
record at the meet, but tore the AC 
ligament in hls knee making him 
questionable for the end of the 
season. "He's a potential OAC 
champion. If be's not there or not 
1 OOpercent our job becomes 
tougher," explruned Volkmann. 
The all important OAC tour-
nament is next Saturday at Hei· 
del berg. The Streaks are the four 
time defending champs and could 
potentially have four No.I seeds 
going in. However, Volkmann is 
still a bit skeptical. "I don'tthink 
we're that domjnant," he stated. 
"The kids wrestled a real fine 
tournament last weekend. We've 
proven we're the best dual team, 
but we still have a Jot of wrestling 
to do to prove we· re the best 
tournament team . I really expect 
a very close championship." 
The Streaks get their last primer 
tomorrow night when Findlay 
comes to Carroll Gym They are 
the fifth ranked team in the nation's 
NAIA rankings. Volkmann and 
his team will not be looking to 
take any rests.. ··we think this is a 
real nice opportunity to tune up. 
It's a real strong test for us. no 
question. Tl11s will keep us focused 
right before the tournament .. the 
coach explained. Tommon·ow's 
match hcgms at 7:30pm. 
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"A WILDE LINE" 
ACROSS 
1 Smooch 
5 Landed 
9 Worms,eg 
13 Mine opening 
14 Actor's whisper 
15 Getup 
16 Btginning of Wudt 
lint:4wds 
19 Latin American org. 
20 Eucalypws. eg 
21 Follows past & 
present 
22 No. American Indians 
23 Four __ highway 
24 Ms. Doone & others 
27 Art_ 
28 Leg:Siang 
31 Moral principle 
32 Hockey score 
33 Cleave 
5 Cinders 
6 Gin & tonic adornment 
7 Ms. Lupino 
8 Octopus arm 
9 Saltwater 
10 Troubles 
1 1 Small Island 
12 Ms. Trueheart 
41 Oossword puzzle ox 
42 More uninteresting 
43 Ms. Burstyn 
44 Blundered 
45 Mr. Vlgoda & others 
46 Wind pointer 
4 7 Claudia Johnson 
48 U!ter in Boston 
49 H. S. Subject 
50 Feed the kitty 
51 Growsup 
53 Unique 
54 Bioi. fingerprint 
©1992 ALL RIGHTJ 
RESERVED GFR 
AJJOCIATEJ 
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ST£T Slk&D O ' LO 
CLASSIFIED I 
Sublets Needed-Large law firm Happy Birthday Natty, Jo Jo 
looking for homes/apartments for Butt, and CoJieen! 
law students who are clerking in t-
Cleveland during the summer Cedar-Miramar-1 -2 bedroom. 
months. Call Paula Tilisky Ceilingfans, mini-blinds,a/c,heat. 
479-8017. fully carpeted. laundry facilities. 
garage available. Must see. 
Acedemic Word Processing-All 691-0966. 
student typing needs. Fax service. 1-- ---------
944-8049. Greek Tutoring- Available by 
--·-----r Matt Swingos at 932-5304 
Coventry- 1-2 bedroom. CeiJing f-------~-----; 
fans, carpet/hard wood Ooors, Hey Dave K.- How are the rice 
appliances, laundry facilities. fields, the rising sun and the 
Heat included. Must see. "sewing?" 
321-1626. 
1- - - - -------1 J.L.- Some days are diamonds 
Philip!! I have some chocolates others are coals-let's cut some 
for you. Natty glass. C.M. 
- -
I don't care!! I still think you For Sale- Bed. dresser & desl<. 
should have shaved your head. From graduating senior. #321-
1-- -- ~878. 
P.H.- I'm broke! What am I ----------1 
appossed to do? P.R. Congratulations Amy & Dan! 
Fellowship of Christian Athletes 
presents 
.. Without Reservation" 
An impact movie you must see. 
All are invited: 
Monday, Feb. 21st 
7:00pm 
Wolf-N-Pot 
fl. G G S H MEL G-US 
~ ~ N U J N E K V D V S 
Tl NPANGEAAA 
RTTHEMYLORD 
AFUSNIKSAYA 
~s 1 M u L A T o R s c 
,A H T G H E C 8 E 0 I 
Is S T N E N I T N 0 C 
Find the Following Words: 
130SLEY SHIFTING 
CICADAS SHEMLGUS 
CONTINENTS SIMULATORS 
PANGEA SKINS 
-r.u. 8QODD C:.OM\\1, kQ£1VT.S; 
T .. ,,.,<;.s coi'J ~=•os .. -us I'J~VER .sAc o: 
WHO Goes To &l' P WIT .. TIC.HY 9 0 TT 
:I. 411:\t.~ o~~ WI-I<." w~ 
~ec1d,at -\-o +o.~ -~=~c.. fDIICe. 
dc.,c- c:w..J ~ ~ if\-\o T£)(16 . 
' 1: 've.. 1\cVc.~ ('iqc....._ 
il'\ .,., \'Oii~ Go,C' <V\d. 'l. 'vc.. 
l\blc.C" ~¥\ to T!.>!-A3. 
-
':. 
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Shula: the epitome of success 
Colleen_ltl. Creamer 
~POrts .dltor 
Success is ),omcthing every-
one desires, but only few attain. 
It IS our hope that the education 
we are receiving will lead us on 
the pathway to success, however 
it docs not come without a pncc. 
Conquenng obstacles is a neces-
sity for achieving success. Just 
ask Don Shula. 
Shula, now 64, graduated from 
John Carroll in 1951 and has since 
become the most successfu I coach 
in the history of the National 
Football League. However, Shula 
had to overcome numerous ob-
stacles tn order to achieve his 
"living legend" status. 
Like many talented young 
athletes, Shula aspired to attend a 
nationally known university where 
he could display his football skills. 
Unfortunately, he was a bit too 
small to receive a scholarship to a 
Division l university. This is when 
he decided to attend John Carroll. 
a school which would prov1de him 
with the opportunity of receiving 
a quality education along with the 
chance of continuing his athletic 
success. 
"Hl' was highly 
respected and he has 
been very loyal to 
his old friends. He 
hasn't let succes~ go 
to h1s head or affect 
him 1n any way. 
When he comes 
back here he gets 
together with his old 
friends. He's been 
helpful to them 
whenever he could 
be" 
Shula's picture 
hangs on the wall of 
the John Carroll 
Athletic Hall of 
Fame and serves as 
a constant reminder 
that Carroll had one 
of the best. But was 
he good enough for 
the pros? Many 
teams didn't think 
so. 
It wasn't until 
the ninth round of 
lbe 1951 draft that 
the Cleveland 
thi' success come easil)' ., No. 
No one remembers the fact 
that Shula had to rise through the 
ranks of a small university's foot 
ball program. No one rememlx·rs 
the four Super 80\\ I losses Shu Ia 
had to endure. And perhap' the 
biggest obstacle ol all came tn 
February of 1991 when Shula lost 
his wife of32 years to a battle w1th 
cancer 
Shula has stared adversity in 
the face numerous times, but he 
has refused to be intimidated. Paul 
Zimmerman. writer for Spons Il-
lustrated, describes the drive of 
Shula, " .. .Shu Ia docs not become 
haunted by the terrors of the 
night. .. the coaching miseries that 
have unhinged so many haven't 
found room on his crowded 
schedule." 
When one looks at Shula the 
Super Bowl rings st1ck out, and 
the records speak for themselves 
But what they don't see arc the 
scars from the battlefield of life. 
He ha~ achieved so much. but he 
has also tasted defeat. Nothing wa~ 
handed to rum. yet he knew what he 
wanted and went after it. 
Rev. Joseph 0. Schell, S.J., 
who has been at John Carroll since 
the "ShuJa days" pointed out that 
there was much more to Shula 
than just hjs contributions on the 
football field. Schell taught a logic 
class in which ShuJa was a student 
fllld $01 to know bim on a personal 
le~cl, and as schell points out, 
Shula possessed a great deal of 
dedication. 
Browns selected 
Shula. He eventu-
ally proved himself 
to the Browns' staff 
and started his first 
professional football 
game in October of 
1951. lust as Shula 
was adjusting to life 
in the pros, his rookje 
Don Shula, the most successful man in pro football history. 
Don Shula has worked hard 
for everything he has accom-
plished. That is why on May 17 
John Carroll will honor one of 
their most famous alumnus by re-
naming the Carroll Gym the Don 
Shula Sports Center 
According to university presi-
dent Rev. Michael J. Lavelle S. J ., 
the "renaming of the gym will 
recognize Don for his record-set-
ting achievements as a head~ 
in the N&honal Football League, 
his generosity to us over a long 
period ... and his fai thful involve-
ment as an active alumnus and 
supporter of the Alumni-in-Ad-
missions program." 
"Don is the kjnd of person who 
tends to give himself completely to 
whatever he is doing. He was a 
good and very serious student." 
When Shula arrived at Carroll 
he found hjmself playing a back-
up role on the Blue Streak footbaJI 
team. It wasn't until Carroll's 
starting halfback was 
sea on was cut short 
by the activation of his national 
guard unit in January of 1952. 
Shortly after he returned to the 
Browns he was traded to the Bal-
timore Colts. The Colts waived 
Shula prior to the 1957 season, 
and little did he know that his 
career in football was just begin-
ning to blossom. 
Snula started his coacrung ca-
injured during the third 
game of the 1948 sea-
son that Shula was 
given his chance to 
shine. He had an im-
"Shula does not 
become haunted by 
the terrors of 
mediate impact by 
scoring two touch-
downs and compiling 
175 rushing yards in 
leading the Streaks to 
victory. He went on to 
have a stellar career at John Car-
roll, compiling 1735 rushing yards 
and 549 yards receiving. Although 
Shula was used more for running 
than receiving, he averaged over 
20 yards per catch in tbe Carroll 
uniform. D id all this success go to 
his head? Not according to Schell. 
the night. .. " 
Paul Zimmerman 
Sports Illustrated 
reer in the college ranks as an 
assistant coach at the University 
of Virginia. H is first professional 
coaching position came in 1960 
when he was hired to coach the 
defensive backfield of the Detroit 
Lions. In 1963 Shula was hired 
as head coach of the Baltimore 
Colts, and it only took him two 
years to take his team to the 
Championshlp game, a game in 
which the Colts lost to the Cleve-
land Browns 27-0. It was a diffi-
cult loss to take but Shula bounced 
back and in the Championship game 
of 1968 got hls revenge on the 
Browns by shutting them out 34-0. 
The success didn't stop with 
the Colts. Shula was eventually 
hired as head coach of the Miami 
Dolphins, a post which he has 
now occupied for 24 years. There 
have been many great Shula-
coached Dolphin teams, but most 
remember the team of '73. This 
phinsrcpeatedaschampionsin 1974. 
Capturing the Super Bowl 
Championship is considered by 
many to be the pinnacleof a coach's 
career. However, si nce the 
Championships Shula has gone 
on to etch his name in the record 
books many more times. Most 
recently, M iami beat the Phila-
delphia Eagles 19-14 on Novem-
ber 14. 1993 to give Shula career 
victory number 325, surpassing 
George Halas as the winningest 
coach in pro football's rich his 
tory. He has surpassed such 
greats as Tom Landry. Bill Walsh 
and Vince L omhardi. But the 
The dedication of the gym is 
appropriate considering the devo-
tion Shula has <:hown to his alma 
mater. Some would move on. 
Some would forget. But Shula 
hasn't. "He's very appreciative of 
the education that he received at 
John Carroll," said SchelL 
So to all those who are worried 
not only marked the season in amating thing is that he is still an about what the future holds, rc-
whieh Shula won his first Super active coach. Hiscoachingabiltty member th1s: every day we walk 
Bowl, but also the feat that no has not diminished tn the least. through the halls that the legend-
other team before or since has Sportslllustratedreccntlynamed aryDonShulahaswalkedthrough. 
accomplished: a perfect season. Shula their 1993 Sportman of We arc receiving the same Jesuit 
Shula '"as the first and last coach the Year described Shula sim - education received by Shula. The 
toachievea 17-0recordinasingle ply as the man who "marches philosophy degree holding Don 
season. After great accompltsh- on." Shula is a living legend. So what 
ments such as this, some teams Shula has hld, without ques- are we going to do with our de-
would have a letdown. But not a tion. the most successful football grees? Don Shula is proof that 1f 
team couched by Shula. He didn't career in history. H is career we have the srrength and courage 
have to wait long for Super Bowl record of 326-157-6 stands to overcome adversity, we will 
victory number two as the Dol- alone at the top. But did all have no limitatitlll!o. ---------,----------T---------, 10" One 1 14" O 1 Party Pak 1 Topping Pizza 1 't . ~~ 1 Four-14" One 1 $4 95 : opping tzza : Topping Pizzas : 
Second Pizza I $ 5 95 I $ 2195 I 
$195 I I - I 
I Ad )' . I . 95 I .. . 9 I Additional Items 70¢ 1 c tttona topptngs rt I Addlllonal topptngr. 5c I 
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